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We know you. You’re:
Disciplined

a Hard Worker

Resilient

Training Hard

A team player

Focused

Committed to
Excellence

Dedicated

Bring your considerable talents and backgrounds
to our distinguished federal law enforcement
agency, and stay at the top of your game
while you serve your country with honor,
distinction and pride.
Join our elite team of professionals and help
us carry out our proud mission of investigations
and protection. Show us what you’re made
of and that you have what it takes to succeed.
Explore our challenging and fulfilling career
opportunities today.

Find out more at
www.secretservice.gov
or call us at 888-813-USSS
202-406-5370 (Deaf and Hard of Hearing)
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From the Commanding General
Leahy, 108th Training Command (IET)
incoming commander, and it is those
words we have included as his final
goodbye to you, his cherished Soldiers:

By Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen
Commanding General
108th Training Command (IET)

From the Editor: Maj. General
Mark McQueen, in advance of his
retirement from the Army, accepted
the City Manager position in Panama
City, Florida. Throwing himself into the
job with his trademark compassion,
dedication and enthusiasm, Maj. Gen
McQueen had only been on the job a
few weeks when Hurricane Michael
slammed into the Florida Panhandle.
Maj. Gen McQueen is all-consumed with
the care of his city, and in so, missed
his own retirement ceremony, dinner
and change of command. Maj. Gen
McQueen was able to send a text to his
Soldiers to be read at the assumption of
command ceremony for Brig. General

Soldiers, Civilians and Families
of the 108th Training Command,
please know the time I was
able to serve alongside each of
you has been the highlight of
my career. Arguably, you are the
most professional and competent
Soldiers charged with the
extraordinary mission of building
the greatest Army in the history
of the world. What you do is vital
to the defense of our nation, and
indeed the free world. And you
do succeed in that mission every
day, without fail. You demonstrate
commitment, not contentment.
I have been immensely blessed
to serve along side stalwart giants
within the profession of arms:
Brig. General Black, Command
Sergeants Major Riti and Priest.
Charley Fairbanks, Trent Andrews,
my Executive Team ( Maj. Vincent,
Staff Sgt. Burnett, Ms. Anderson)
Aides: Sergeants 1st Class Griffith
and Marr; Col. McCormick and
the entire primary and special
staff, the finest Division Command
Teams (Brigadier Generals
Bassford, Davis and Edwards
joined by Command Sergeants
Major Stumph, Coyle and Phipps).
Brigade to Company all, and the
tip of the spear, the Soldiers of the
108th Training Command. Thank

Each of you are shining examples
of what right looks like. Stay
strong...Army strong. Maintain
your character, your integrity and
your discipline. Continue to be the
professionals I know you are and
our Army needs you to be.
you for your support and allowing
me to serve along side each of
you.
Each of you are shining
examples of what right looks
like. Stay strong...Army strong.
Maintain your character, your
integrity and your discipline.
Continue to be the professionals I
know you are and our Army needs
you to be.
Finally, I thank Team TRADOC,
Brig. General Beagle and Fort
Jackson, and Command Sergeant
Major Berry and the Drill Sergeant
Academy for the unwavering
partnership. This we’ll Defend!
My time with the 108th has
been brief, but know I will always

cherish the memories with you.
Thank you for the privilege of
serving as your Commander. And
know that if there is anything I
can do for you, professionally or
personally, please call upon me as
I stand ready to do so.
In closing, words have meaning
and the following truly says it all:

Keep Pounding
Shields High
Victory Starts Here
This We’ll Defend
First In Training
Army Strong
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SGT Devin Crawford
2018 TRADOC Drill Sergeant of the Year
“One Drill Sergeant to represent them all, One Drill Sergeant to train them,
One Drill Sergeant to bring them all and in the standards bind them.”
So it’s a VERY loose translation, but congratulations are DEFINITELY in order
for 95th Training Division’s Sgt. Devin Crawford, the 2018 Drill Sergeant
of the Year. Crawford ultimately out-performed 11 competitors from the
National Guard, Active Component, and yes, even 98th Training Division
peer, DS Roy.
Crawford is based in Neenah, Wisconsin, and the DSOY win is not the only
thing on his plate – he is due to be married on October 6th, and will begin
his DSOY duties in Washington D.C. with the AUSA conference the very next
day! He and his fiancé (soon to be wife) Heather will then report to Virginia
in November to begin his tenure as DSOY.
Congratulations, we are proud of you and look forward to your
accomplishments this next year and beyond!
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Public Affairs NCOIC (vacant)

Iroquois Warriors - 100 Year’s Strong
About the Cover: History, legacy and tradition live on in the 98th Training Division (IET) From the fields of battle to the training ranges
you can count on the Iroquois Warriors to set the standard. The legacy of excellence left by their Veterans color the successes they achieve today —
Happy Anniversary! Here’s to another 100 successful years! Cover photo by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M Litchfield
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Griffon is an unofficial publication authorized by AR360-1. Editorial content is prepared, edited, and provided by the Public Affairs Office of the 108th Training Command (IET). The Griffon is published by Knight Communications, Inc., 10150 Mallard Creek Road, Suite 201,
Charlotte, NC, 28262 — a private firm in no way connected with the Department of the Army, under exclusive written contract with the 108th Training Command (IET). Material for publication may be submitted to: PAO, 1330 Westover Street, Charlotte, NC 28205-5124.

To coordinate news coverage, contact the 108th Training
Command Public Affairs Office - 704-227-2829
Deadlines: Winter: Nov. 9 Spring Feb. 1
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From the Command Sergeant Major

By Command Sgt. Maj.
R. Todd Priest
108th Training Command (IET)

To be given special trust and
confidence to serve as a leader
in the United States Army is
an honor and privilege. I am
humbled to “get to be” the Senior
Noncommissioned Officer of the
108th Training Command (IET).
It is with great responsibility and
passion that I serve and represent
the Soldiers, Department of the
Army Civilians and Families within
our command. I look forward
to serving with each of you and
appreciate the opportunity to share
a few of my operational principles
and framework.

Leadership Principles aka CSM
Leadership Rucksack
The Army has an effective timetested definition of leadership:The
process of influencing others by
providing purpose, direction and
motivation (PDM), while improving
the organization.

• At the heart of leadership is
trust and mutual respect and
I would submit to you, this is
best accomplished by setting
the example, hard realistic
training, taking care of Soldiers
and living the Army Values.
• L eaders must be “with” Soldiers
in challenging and adverse
situations, first in training and
later in combat…
• L eaders are last in the chow
line, first in training and later in
combat…
• L eaders assess and understand
Soldiers force protection,
first in training and later in
combat…
• L eaders assess Soldiers living
conditions, first in training, and
later in combat…
• L eaders make organizations
better by developing a band
of excellence and a winning
culture.
• Transformational leaders inspire
Soldiers to fulfill their larger
purpose “to serve our great
nation”.

Leadership Principles aka CSM
Leadership Rucksack “TIPS”
Trust is paramount, never
break faith
•B
 elieve and trust in others
•O
 penness and transparency are
vital
• L ead by example, do what you
say you will
Interpersonal Relationship;
the silver bullet
•C
 ommunication and mutual
respect are the bedrock
•E
 mpathy;“listen with the intent
to understand, not with the
intent to reply”
•M
 astering your emotions

is just as important as your
intelligence
Positive Attitude
• I n the absence of orders
take the initiative within the
Commander’s intent
•P
 erception is reality, but not
always the truth…positive
perception makes a difference
• Authentic mistakes happen,
learn from “scar tissue”
Service to our country and
Soldiers
• L eadership is a privilege,
special trust and confidence
• This is my unit… the best unit
in the Army! Own it!
• Take care of each other so
all may make a significant
contribution,“I will not fail
those with whom I serve”
CSM Operational Framework
•O
 perate within the
Commander’s intent; the
Commander’s priorities are
my priorities; expand the
Commander’s reach, be the
eyes, ears and honest broker.
•O
 perate within the NCO
support channel; the NCO
Support Channel supports the
Chain of Command and runs
parallel not perpendicular.
•N
 oncommissioned Officers are
the primary trainers for the
Army, this includes individual
and small team readiness.
• S enior Noncommissioned
Officers are the standard
bearers; senior trainers, keeper
of the colors, expert on unit

lineage and history; and the
master of drill and ceremony.
• Engaged NCOs build teams
and take ownership of their
units. An Army unit that trains
as it fights, trains to exceed
standards, and challenges its
Soldiers will develop a winning
culture that will attract the best
Soldiers.
• General George Washington
stated that “Discipline is the
Soul of an Army”. Good order
and discipline of a unit is a
product of disciplined leaders
who inspire excellence.
• NCOs make it happen and
fight for what is right! The
Command Sergeant Major of
the Army Reserve stated it best
“NCOs take charge, figure it
out, and get after it!
• Physical Fitness is the
foundation for success first in
training and later in combat.
The Sergeant Major of the Army
stated it best “Physical Fitness
is not the most important thing
you will do today – it is the
most important thing you do
every day”
In closing, again, I am humbled to
“get to be” the Command Sergeant
Major of the 108th Training
Command (IET). I look forward
to serving with each of you and
appreciate all you do in the service
of our great nation.
Respectfully,
Golden Griffons 7
First in Training – THIS
WE’LL DEFEND
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TASP and Suicide Prevention
The Total Army Sponsorship
Program (TASP) is a powerful
tool to proactively bring
Soldiers, DA Civilians, and
their family members into
our formations while in
transition; whether they are
in-processing, out-processing
from one unit to another,
coming off active duty, and/or
coming from the IRR. When
properly used, TASP can also
be utilized as a tool to identify
and reduce risk factors for
suicide.
MG McQueen and leaders
at all levels value each Soldier,
Civilian, and Family Member in
our formations and as such, it
is the CG’s initiative to ensure
we take every opportunity to
identify risk factors as soon as
possible. When Sponsorship
is used proactively it has been
shown to reduce suicidal
tendencies. The current
Command Sponsorship Policy
is under revision and once
completed will required
that all Soldiers identified as
sponsors complete suicide
prevention training prior to
sponsorship appointment.
The first contact with the
newly assigned personnel is

typically a Welcome
Letter followed
by the assigned
Sponsor making
contact. This is
often the first
impression Soldiers,
DA Civilians,
and their Family
members have of
our formations
and our first
opportunity to
start learning about
new members of
our team. Leaders
should ensure
that every effort be made to
contact the newly assigned
Soldier/civilian prior to
their arrival and maintain
contact throughout the
entire sponsorship process.
Fortunately, the automated
TASP module, managed within
the Army Career Tracker
at https://actnow.army.
mil/, provides an easy tool
for Commanders to managing
their TASP to the fullest extent.
Remember, suicides can be
prevented and TASP is another
tool to assist Commander’s in
identifying potential “red flags”.
Admitting a need for help is

a sign of courage. If you need
help, please talk with someone
in your chain of command,
a Chaplain, a Behavioral
Healthcare Professional or one
of the resources listed below.
If you know someone who
needs help, please refer them
to the resources mentioned
here. If needed, escort the
individual to the nearest
emergency room/medical
treatment facility or Behavioral
Healthcare center in the area
for treatment. In an extreme
emergency, please contact 911
for assistance.
Shoulder to shoulder we are
stronger together!

Crisis Intervention and
Other Resources
• Emergency - 911
•N
 ational Suicide Prevention
Lifeline - 1-800-273-TALK
(8255) – Press 1 for the
Military Crisis Line (Text to
838255)
•F
 ort Family - 1-866-3458248
•M
 ilitary One Source - 1-800342-9647
• The Defense Center of
Excellence (DCoE) - 1-866966-1020
• Wounded Soldier and
Family Hotline - 1-800-9848523
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#MeToo: 108th Training Command
Supports U.S. Army’s SHARP Program
By Capt. Tara Matchulat; photos
by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M. Litchfield
108th Training Command Public Affairs
Office

CHARLOTTE, N.C.—The 108th
Training Command, headquartered
in Charlotte, North Carolina,
has placed a heavy emphasis on
combating sexual harassment in the
workplace and preventing sexual
assaults.This year the command,
which consists of over 7,200
personnel, spread across 44 states,
has trained fifty-nine percent of
its force in the U.S. Army’s Sexual
Harassment and Assault Response
Prevention required annual training
program.
The command’s SHARP Program,
led by Mrs. Paula James, 108th
Training Command SHARP Program
Manager/Sexual Assault Response
Coordinator, requires Soldiers to
annually complete Phase I/online
training, as well as Phase II unit
training conducted in-person (faceto-face).This year COL Edward
Merrigan, Chief of Staff of the 108th
Training Command, personally
oversaw the headquarters
training and provided opening
remarks to ensure every member
of the organization understood
the command’s emphasis on
maintaining professionalism in the
workplace.
The headquarters’ training
class was organized by Chief

Members of the 108th Training
Command (IET) took the opportunity during April’s Battle Assembly to join the Mecklenburg
County Sheriff’s office, Safe Alliance and Brave Step in a 5K
run and Zumba session to raise
awareness for sexual assault
and prevention.
Warrant Officer 3 Cynthia Harvey
and MAJ Lyndra Hedrick, HHC,
108th Training Command’s Victim
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Advocates.The two officers created
a fun and lively jeopardy-style
game to augment the training class
and provided the two top winners
with prizes.This year’s champions
were Master Sgt. William Weck,
108th Training Command G-3 noncommissioned officer, and Sgt.
1st Class Marquis Jackson, 108th
Training Command G-1 human
resources non-commissioned
officer.
Additionally, the command
oversaw the graduation of nineteen
new Sexual Assault Response
Coordinators or Victim Advocates
in April.These recent graduates
completed the SHARP Foundation
Course, an 80-hour certification
training course that supports the
DoD’s Sexual Assault Advocate

Certification Program.They are
charged with responding to
sexual harassment complaints and
assisting victims of sexual assault.
The 108th Training Command
takes a serious stance against
sexual harassment and assault, and

actively trains to prevent such
from occurring.The command is
composed of professionals who
promote respect and serve the
people of the U.S. by living the
Army Values. Not in our Army.

Has Your Life Been Touched by

Sexual Assault?

DoD SAPRO and Safe Helpline are excited to
announce the launch of a new Safe Helpline
website and Safe Helpline app for survivors of
sexual assault, their loved ones and stakeholders in
the DoD community to find 24/7 support, resources
and information.
The updated app includes more security features,
self-care activities and information, all while
keeping the same features that users have come
to depend on. The Safe Helpline website offers
valuable information for those looking to better
understand what happened to them or a loved
one, what DoD’s reporting options are, and ways to
report retaliation.

Link to the website is https://safehelpline.org/ and the
Safe Helpline app is available for download on the App
Store or Google Play (Search: DoD Safe Helpline).
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Honoring America’s Veterans
With One Last Mission
By Kelly Countryman
104th Training Division

According to the Department of
Veterans Affairs, an estimated 640
WWII veterans die each day.Time
to express our thanks to these
brave men and women is running
out.
Since its founding in 2005,The
Honor Flight Network has given
over 180,000 of our nation’s
Veterans who served in World War
II, the Korean War and the Vietnam
April 22, 2018 Puget Sound Honor Flight Veterans group picture at the World War II Memorial. Photo courtesy of Puget Sound Honor
Flight.
War the opportunity to travel to
Washington,
D.C., for “one last
Network.
camp, Dora-Mittelbau. Even though
mission” to visit
In April this year,Veterans these two Timberwolves hadn’t
met during the war, (they served
and reflect at the
representing all the Armed
in different units) they became
memorials built
Services who served in
acquainted with one another by
in their honor.
World War II, the Korean
chance a few years ago, having met
Top priority
War and the Vietnam War
at the establishment where Mr.
is given to the
gathered at the SeattleDeVaux and his wife reside.
senior veterans
Tacoma International
Leo and Joe were accompanied
– World War II
Airport in Seattle,
on the flight by their sons, both
survivors, along
Changing of the Guard at Arlington. All Washington to participate
photos courtesy of Puget Sound Honor in the Puget Sound Honor
named John.When the Honor Flight
with those other
Flight
arrived at the Baltimore Washington
veterans who may
Flight to Washington D.C.
International Airport, Leo’s daughter
be terminally ill.
Some of the attendees
Mary, her husband Dave, and their
Each Veteran
lodging and food.
included a survivor of Pearl Harbor,
daughter Natalie were there to
has an escort,
one of the last living survivors
Mr. Leo Thoennes and Mr. Joe Many of the Veterans
greet him and accompany him on
or “Guardian”
from the U.S.S. Indianapolis, and
DeVaux arrived at the BWI Air- are accompanied by a
port. Photo courtesy of Mr. John Family member, but the
most of the tour.
throughout
two Veterans near and dear to our
Thoennes.
Every moment of the Honor
the trip. Each
rest are accompanied
hearts,World War II 104th Infantry
Flight has something special for
guardian pays
by volunteers who are
Division Timberwolves, Mr. Leo
these honored veterans. From
their own way for the trip.To
more than happy to pay for their
Thoennes and Mr. Joe DeVaux.
the celebratory send off to an
travel from Seattle, Washington
own travel expenses. Many of these
Both Leo and Joe took part in
enthusiastic welcome home
for example, this comes to about
volunteers have made multiple
the Battle of the Bulge and the
$1000 per person including airfare, trips with the Honor Flight
liberation of the German slave labor attended by hundreds of volunteers.
On the first day of the tour, the
BWI Brownies Motorcycle Club,
provide a special escort from the
hotel to the World War II Memorial,
the first stop on the trip.
During the hour long bus ride
from the hotel in Baltimore, MD,
videos are played with information
on some of the memorials to be
visited. In between videos, travelers
are entertained with WWII era
radio entertainment. Meals, snacks,
and cold drinks are provided
throughout the trip.
The three day tour includes visits
to the memorials for World War
II, Korea,Vietnam,Air Force, Navy
Memorial and Museum,Women’s
Memorial, Iwo Jima Memorial, the
Arlington National Cemetery, and
more.
Leo said he especially liked the
Korean War Memorial because “the
statues here remind me so much
of the Timberwolves. I was AntiAircraft Artillery so I was usually
a mile behind the front lines,
but almost every day, I’d see the
Timberwolves walking past me
toward the front, looking just like
these statues. A few days later I’d
see them trudging back, tired, dirty,
their clothes torn, and they’d look
so exhausted that it made my heart
ache for them. But this is exactly
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One of the most memorable stops on the tour is the Changing of the Guard at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery. As the Guards solemnly exit their post, the silence is only broken by
the sound of the Guard scuffing his heel on the pavement as he passes by Veterans in the audience to show
his respect. It is rumored that the Guards were ordered not to do this, but they refused to comply.
what it was like to see them
headed to the front lines.”
much we all enjoyed the
One of the most
trip. Congratulations to the
memorable stops on the
people who are responsible
tour is the Changing of
for the Honor Flight
the Guard at the Tomb of
Program. It is a fantastic
the Unknown Soldier in
program for the Veterans
Arlington National Cemetery.
and what they did, and still
As the Guards solemnly exit
do, to protect our Country.
their post, the silence is only
Most of us would not have
broken by the sound of the
had the opportunity to visit
Guard scuffing his heel on
these Memorials without
the pavement as he passes
this program.”
The Honor Flight
by Veterans in the audience
On the first day of the tour, the BWI Brownies Motorcycle Club, provide a special escort from the hotel to the
Network is a non-profit
to show his respect. It is
World War II Memorial, the first stop on the trip.
organization.They
rumored that the Guards
transport America’s heroes,
were ordered not to do this,
free to the veteran, and made
sacrifice for all of us”, he said.
but they refused to comply.
shouted “I got a letter from my
possible solely through individual
A big part of the Honor Flight is
Joe was drafted in the United
grandson! It’s from my grandson!”
The tour ends when Veterans
donations and corporate support
a surprise to the Veterans. On the
States Army in 1942, but given six
return to their home where
– NO Federal funds are allocated
return flight, they have a “Mail Call”
months deferment to complete
hundreds of volunteers wait
to this program.There are 131
where each Veteran is given letters
High School. Eventually, Joe was
eagerly to welcome them home.
Honor Flight hubs around the
from Family, friends and grateful
assigned to the 104th Infantry
Division in G Company, with the
Both Timberwolves said they
country and there are currently
citizens. It isn’t unusual to see tears
413th Battalion. He was especially
truly enjoyed the Honor Flight
27,272 Veterans on the waiting
and hear sniffles. Flight attendants
impressed with the Changing of the even pass out tissues for those
tour and both agreed that the
list throughout the nation. If
Guard at Arlington Cemetery.
Korean War Memorial was the one you would like to volunteer,
overcome with emotion. During
“It really meant something special
they were most impressed with.
contribute or just learn more
this particular mail call, many were
as I thought of those in our rifle
Speaking of the flight Joe said “I
about the Honor Flight Network,
brought to tears to hear a Veteran
company who paid the ultimate
just can’t say enough about how
visit www.honorflight.org.
crying and laughing as he joyfully
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From the 95th Training Division (IET) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford
Commanding, 95th Training Division (IET)

This year marks the hundred-year
anniversary of the establishment of
the 95th Division.We are celebrating
this milestone in a number of ways,
but the most important of them was
to come together with our World War
II veterans – the original Iron Men of
Metz – to take time and remember
their achievements and the legacy
that they have left for us.The 95th
Division’s Centennial Reunion took
place in September, and it was my
great good fortune to be able to
attend.
One of the unique things about
the 95th is that we have an incredibly

active and valuable alumni association.
The Association’s efforts to preserve
our Division’s historical legacy have
given us a very impressive museum
and memorial at our headquarters in
Fort Sill.The quality of this museum
is as good, or better, than what you
would expect from a divisional
museum on an active duty installation.
I would encourage anyone with
an interest in 95th Division history
to take time to visit.You will be
impressed!
The Alumni Association has taken
other steps to preserve the Division’s
legacy.This year, for the Centennial,
they restored and rededicated the
95th Division monument located at
Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania.
This location is significant in Divisional
history because after the 95th Division
reactivated for service in World War
II, it moved to Fort Indiantown Gap
to train prior to entering the war.The
Division spent several months at Fort
Indiantown Gap, then went to Camp
Miles Standish, Massachusetts, where
it waited to finally cross the Atlantic
Ocean, land in France and become
part of General Patton’s Third Army.
Twelve of our World War II veterans
were able to attend the rededication
ceremony.A number of the barracks
buildings from that era still stand
at Fort Indiantown Gap, and this
provoked some nostalgia among our

100 YEARS
We are celebrating this milestone in a
number of ways, but the most important
of them was to come together with
our World War II veterans – the original
Iron Men of Metz – to take time and
remember their achievements and the
legacy that they have left for us. The
95th Division’s Centennial Reunion took
place in September, and it was my great
good fortune to be able to attend.
veterans. Being there also brought
back memories of long road marches,
and of wandering around at night as
they trained in the surrounding hills.
It was wonderful to get to hear the
stories they shared!
When we consider the incredible
achievements of those who have
come before us, it reminds us that we
are now the keepers of our Division’s

legacy.What we do today, in this,
our Division’s Centennial year, will
determine our Division’s future.This
is a great responsibility.The Division’s
reputation depends on us. One thing
is certain, however: our Soldiers are
among the very best in America’s Army
Reserve. Because of this, I have every
confidence that when challenged, they
will excel!
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95th Change of Command

U.S. Army Col. Heather Reuter, the incoming commander of 2nd Brigade (Initial Entry Training), 95th Division (Institutional Training), passes the organizational colors to U.S. Army Command Sgt. Maj Marc Kersey, the unit’s senior enlisted noncommissioned officer, during their change-of-command ceremony Sep. 9, 2019 in Vancouver, Wash. The passing of the unit’s
colors is a tradition that symbolizes the transition of the outgoing commander’s authority, responsibility and unit heritage to the incoming commander. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Angela
Lorden/released

First published in the Columbian,
September 12, 2018
By Calley Hair, staff writer
Col. Heather A. Reuter took
command of the 2nd Brigade, 95th
Division of the U.S.Army Reserve
following a change of command
ceremony Sunday morning at Fort
Vancouver.
She took over the position from
Col.Thomas Olsen, who served in

U.S. Army Col. Heather Reuter, right, the new commander of 2nd Brigade (Initial Entry Training), 95th Division (Institutional Training), shakes hands with U.S. Army Brig.
Gen. Andrew Bassford, left, the commanding general of the 95th Division (IT), after delivering her remarks during the unit’s change-of-command ceremony Sep. 9,
2019 in Vancouver, Wash. Reuter formally assumed command from U.S. Army Col.
Thomas Olsen, center, during the ceremony, which included military traditions such
as an inspection and review of soldiers and the passing of the organizational colors.
U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Angela Lorden/released

the role for two years.
The U.S.Army Human Resources
Command in Fort Knox, Ky., chose
Reuter to serve as commander, Lt.
Col. Eric Walstrom said.
“She was available and qualified
for the position,”Walstrom said
Monday, adding that the Human
Resources Command decided
that “she’d be the best fit for the
command.”

U.S. Army Col. Heather Reuter assumes command of the 2nd Brigade (Initial Entry Training),
95th Division (Institutional Training), from U.S. Army Col. Thomas Olsen on Sep. 9, 2019
in Vancouver, Wash. The change-of-command ceremony included longstanding militarytraditions such as the final inspection and review of soldiers by the outgoing commander
and the passing of the organizational colors to the incoming commander. U.S. Army photo
by Sgt. Angela Lorden/released
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The 2nd Brigade (Initial Entry Training), 95th Division (Institutional Training), present their organizational colors alongside the American flag as part of the passing of the colors portion
of their unit’s change-of-command ceremony Sep. 9, 2019 in Vancouver, Wash. The passing of the unit’s colors is a military tradition that symbolizes the transition of the outgoing commander’s authority, responsibility and unit heritage to the incoming commander. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Angela Lorden/released

Commissioned 22 years ago
from the Reserve Officer Training
Corps program at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University, Reuter had
previously held commands with
Headquarters Company, 419th
Quartermaster Battalion; 316th
Quartermaster Company, which
she led in Iraq from 2003 to 2004;
and the 418th Quartermaster
Battalion.
Reuter’s awards include the
Meritorious Unit Commendation,
a Meritorious Service Medal
with two Oak Leaf Clusters, an
Army Commendation Medal with
three leaf clusters and an Army
Achievement Medal with two leaf
clusters.
She’s also the director of

engineering at a private San Diego
aerospace firm.
The change of command
ceremony was held at the
Vancouver Barracks parade field.
Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen,
commanding general of the 108th
Training Command in Charlotte,
N.C., and Brig. Gen. R.Andrew
Bassford, commanding general of
the 95th Division in Fort Sill, Okla.,
presided over the ceremony.
Following his tenure, Olsen will
serve as the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Region X
Military Liaison Officer, supporting
disaster relief for Alaska, Idaho,
Oregon and Washington.The
transition came at a natural point in
his career.

U.S. Army Col. Heather Reuter, the new commander of 2nd Brigade (Initial Entry Training),
95th Division (Institutional Training), listens to the reviewing officer of the unit’s change
of command ceremony give his remarks Sep. 9, 2019 in Vancouver, Wash. Reuter formally
assumed command from U.S. Army Col. Thomas Olsen during the ceremony, which included military traditions such as an inspection and review of soldiers and the passing of
the organizational colors. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Angela Lorden/released

“Officers usually hold the
position for two years, then are
eligible for another position,”
Walstrom said.
Prior to his time in Vancouver,
Olsen had attended the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.,

and served abroad in Germany
and Iraq. His awards include the
Purple Heart Medal, a Bronze Star
Medal, a Meritorious Service Medal
with three leaf clusters, an Army
Commendation Medal and the
Army Achievement Medal.
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‘Walk-on Underdog’ takes the cake in the
Army Drill Sergeant of the Year Competition
By Capt. Adrienne Bryant
The Training and Doctrine
Command Drill Sergeant of the
Year competition is one of the most
grueling and physically challenging
missions a select group of Soldiers
face every year. It is a four-day
competition in search of the Army’s
best drill sergeant.The DSOY
competition tests competitors in
over 50 tasks.The tasks range from
the Army Physical Fitness Test;
weapons qualification; an unknown
distance and timed ruck march in
temperatures climbing 100 degree
plus weather; an obstacle course;
various other Soldier and Drill
Sergeant skills that are taught at
the Drill Sergeant Academy; and a
culminating 12-mile ruck march.
For the first time in the history
of the competition, Fort Sill,
Okla., home of the Fires Center
of Excellence and headquarters
of the 95th Training Division
(Initial Entry Training), hosted the
event. 2018 marks the first year
this competition will represent
both the Basic Combat Training
and Advanced Individual Training
footprints within initial entry
training.The Army selects one
competitor; however, prior to
2017, one winner from active
duty and one winner from the
reserve component won the title
respectively.
“I wanted to put on a good show
and make sure that I represented
the (Army) Reserve in the manner
it deserves to be represented and it
had me very nervous leading into
the competition,” said Sgt. Devin
Crawford of Mount Pleasant, Wis.

In a ceremony on August 30, the
Army named Crawford as the 2018
Drill Sergeant of the Year. Crawford
is a carpentry and masonry
specialist with the 3rd of the 334th
Infantry Regiment, 1st Brigade, 95th
TD (IET) out of Neenah, Wis. In his
civilian career, Crawford is a police
officer for the City of Kenosha in
Wisconsin.
Prior to his performance at Fort
Sill, Crawford had to compete in
similar competitions at the brigade
and division level. He won the
DSOY competition hosted by his
brigade at Fort McCoy, Wis., earlier
this year.
“I was pretty nervous, an E-5,
fresh in the Drill Sergeant world,
and pretty fresh out of the Drill
Sergeant Academy,” explains
Crawford,“but I ended up winning
that one.”
Though Crawford was new to
the Drill Sergeant community,
he recently graduated from the
Drill Sergeant Academy as the
Distinguished Honor Graduate.
The coveted title of Distinguished
Honor Graduate goes to the
Drill Sergeant Candidate with
the highest grade point average
in the class.This is no easy task.
No surprise—Crawford was
determined to be best.
Crawford later went on to
compete in the 108th Training
Command (IET) and 95th TD (IET)
DSOY held in Fort Knox, Ky. in
April. Out of more than 40 Reserve
Soldiers, Crawford placed second
in that competition, closely behind
Staff. Sgt. Shane Price, 95th TD (IET).
“That competition humbled me,”

Crawford explains
of his performance
in the Fort Knox
competition,“at
that point in time,
I thought my
competing days
were over as far as
DSOY is concerned,
but I was told that
I’d be an alternate.”
As an alternate,
a competitor has
to stay ready to
compete in the
event if something
should happen to
the top competitor.
Crawford was
not anticipating
anything coming
out of his role as an
alternate, until one
day he got a call
that he was going
on to compete in
the 2018 TRADOC
DSOY competition.
Courtesy U.S. Army Reserve Command (Drill Sergeant DA Photo)
Price had been
accepted to law
school and could no
Sergeant. Brunet and Crawford
longer compete in
the event due to schedule conflicts. were in the same unit together and
deployed to Afghanistan in 2013.
“I had prepared myself and
Shortly after deployment, Brunet
stayed current, but I still didn’t
moved on to the 3-334th, to be a
expect to get that phone call,”
Drill Sergeant and Crawford moved
recalls Crawford,“we called me the
into a Military Police unit.The
Underdog Walk-on going into the
two remained in contact over the
competition, because I didn’t plan
years; meanwhile Crawford was
on being there.”
unsure what he wanted to do with
Crawford credits his sponsor
the next part of his career—even
and former squad leader, Sgt. 1st
contemplating leaving the Army
Class Cody Brunet, with presenting
Reserve. One day, Brunet called
the opportunity to become a Drill
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Sgt. Devin Crawford practicing drill and ceremony movements during the 2018 Drill Sergeant of the Year competition at Fort Sill, Okla. on Aug. 27-30. Drill and Ceremony was one
of 50 tasks tested during the competition. U.S. Army Reserve Photo by Mr. Calvin Reimold,
Army Reserve Command.

Crawford and asked him if he had
any interest in becoming a Reserve
Drill Sergeant. Crawford said he was
willing to give it a try. In a matter of
a year, Crawford joined the 3-334th
and was a Drill Sergeant.
“Now that I am a Drill Sergeant,
it’s just an amazing honor and
privilege that I’m able to stand up
and say, my job in the military is to
take civilians and turn them into
Soldiers in a fairly short period of
time” details Crawford of what it
means to him to be a Drill Sergeant
in the Army Reserve.
Following each night of the
competition at Fort Sill, Crawford
and Brunet would wargame prior
to going to sleep.They would talk
about the day’s events and how
they thought Crawford performed.
They reviewed tasks that had not
yet been tested, in anticipation of
it being the next day’s event.They
also discussed Crawford’s career
up to that point and the disbelief
of both of them that Crawford had
made it to this point.
Moving into the final event, a 12mile ruck march with full combat
gear, sponsors were allowed to
march alongside their competitor.
Brunet and Crawford began the
march discussing the competition
and giving their opinions on where
each competitor ranked thus far.
“I had myself at about number 3
or 4,” details Crawford about who
he thought the top competitors
were,“so no conversation during
that 12-mile ruck was about what
I was going to do or how I would
react when they call my name.”
Crawford said he played every
scenario through his head; however,
no scenario had him winning the
whole thing. He felt he represented
the Army Reserve well and he was
happy with his performance, but
there were many individuals that
placed ahead of him in certain
events. Crawford was the junior
ranking competitor in this event
and he could remember the
moment his name was announced
as the winner.
“They already announced the
runner up and then had a long
dramatic announcement of the
2018 DS of the Year, but I recall
them saying ‘Sergeant…,’” says
Crawford,“and I was thinking did

they omit Staff and just forget that
part.”
He remembers looking into
the crowd at Brunet and he had
the same star-struck look on his
face as himself. As he accepted
his award, Crawford thanked his
fellow competitors for an awesome
completion. He thanked his
sponsor and leaders throughout his
military career. Crawford says he
has been reaching out to his friends
and co-workers from his career to
thank them, but he also credits his
foundation to his mother.
“Just coming up, she laid an
even bigger foundation as far as
perseverance and always working
hard—and that carried over to the
military,” explained Crawford.
Crawford also credited 5-year-old
daughter and his fiancé, Heather
Treffert, whom he will be marrying
in October.
Finally, Crawford thanked his
sponsor and Command Sgt. Maj.

Robert Potts, 1st Brigade
Command Sgt. Maj. He
said Potts had been
calling him DSOY, not
“Sergeant Crawford”
since the first time
he competed for the
brigade.
“The look on his face
when I won, I knew I
had done something no
one had expected,” said
Crawford.
Following all the
excitement from
winning the DSOY
competition, Crawford
will be reporting to
Fort Eustis, Virginia for
a yearlong assignment
with the Center for Initial
Military Training.The
CIMT is responsible for
all initial entry training
that turns civilians into
future Soldiers. Some of
his duties will include
travelling to help with
Sgt. Devin Crawford navigating the confidence course
the standardization and
during the 2018 Drill Sergeant of the Year competition
adoption of the new
at Fort Sill, Okla. on Aug.. 27-30. The confidence course
is a series of obstacles designed to test the physical and
Army Combat Fitness
mental strength of the competitors. U.S. Army Photo by
Test; coordinating and
facilitating the next year’s Pfc. Joshua Hugley
DSOY competition; and
• Staff Sgt. Jonathan Roy, 98th
visiting other military installations
Training Division
to see how basic training is being
• Staff Sgt. Alec Brinkman and
conducting.
Staff Sgt. Tracy Hamilton Jr.,
The complete list of drill
both of Fort Jackson, S.C.
sergeant contenders includes:
• Staff Sgt. Peter Shull, Fort
•S
 taff Sgt. Jonathan Houston,
Leonard Wood, Mo.
Fort Huachuca, Ariz.
• Staff Sgt. Michael Hnat, Fort
• Staff Sgt. Carter McSwain,
Sill
Monterey, Calif.
• Sgt. Devin Crawford, 95th
• Sgt. 1st Class Kyle Specht,
Training Division
Fort Sam Houston,Texas
• Staff Sgt. Keahi Holder, Fort
• Staff Sgt. Lyra LebronBrown,
Benning, Ga.
Fort Lee, Va.
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Honoring Five for their 20 Plus
By Capt. Adrienne Bryant
On May 19 at Snow Hall on
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, five 95th
Training Division service members
retired during a joint retirement
ceremony hosted by the division
headquarters.
The ceremony honored the
careers of Chaplain Dale M. Nelson,
Lt. Col. Nathaniel R. Cox, Lt. Col.
Jeffrey I. Crain, Command Sgt. Major
Knute K. Weick, and Sgt. 1st Class
Ferdinand Muniz-Cintron all of
whom served at least 20 years of
active federal service.
Many Soldiers, Family members,
friends and former members of the
division filled Snow Hall to honor
the retirees. Retired Maj. Gen. Jim
Archer and Douglas Dollar, both
former commanders within the
division, were in attendance as well.
Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford,
commanding general of the 95th
TD, presided over the retirement
ceremony and expressed his
gratitude of the service of both the
service members who were soon
to retire and their loved ones who
were present with them that day.
“We are recognizing here today
that they have borne many burdens,
they have walked many miles,
worked long hours and spent long
Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford, commanding general of the 95th Training Division, presents Lt. Col. Jeffrey Crain a retirement award as he
periods of time, years sometimes,
stands besides his wife on May 19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt. Adrienne Bryant
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away from family and away from
home all because our nation asked
it of them, ” said Bassford.
Sgt. 1st Class Ferdinand MunizCintron was the first Soldier to
receive his retirement honors.
Muniz is a native of Yauco, Puerto
Rico and started his military career
by enlisting in the United States
Marine Corps in 1977 and served as
an infantryman in Okinawa, Japan.
After a short break he decided to
join the Army Reserve where he
was to serve in the 95th TD until
his retirement.
“During my 32 years of service
I’ve met a lot of great people and
it’s a shame that I have to go at this
time but I still had a lot of fun,” said
Muniz.
Muniz presented a bouquet of
flowers to his daughter who joined
him on stage to receive his honors.
The next Soldier to be honored
was Command Sgt. Maj. Knute
Weick who enlisted in November
of 1975. He served three years
active duty, 18 years in the Iowa
National Guard and 21 years in
the Army Reserve. During his final
Lt. Col. Dale Nelson, former 95th Training Division Chaplain, shares memories and words of wisdom with soldiers of the division on May
19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt. Adrienne Bryant
years of military service, Weick
served as the chief advisor on all
career.
enlisted Soldier matters for both
Lt. Col. Jeffrey Crain approached
the Basic Combat Training and
the
stage next to receive his
Infantry One Station Unit Training.
retirement
honors. Crain
Weick offered sound advice to the
commissioned
in 1994 as a field
Soldiers that stood before him in
artillery
officer
from Davidson
the audience.
College,
in
Davidson,
NC. He
“Make sure you’re the Soldier
serviced
six
years
on
active duty
that you need to be for this nation,
before
transferring
to
the Reserve
for this Army, for the people of the
component.
A
lot
of
his
reserve
United States that put so much
career
was
with
3rd
Battalion,
into your service,” explains Weick.
290th Regiment, a training support
“Make sure you’re the best leader
and best Soldier you could possibly battalion based in Oklahoma City
be before you go out there and lead and Mustang, OK. Crain deployed
Soldiers because they’re depending in support of Iraqi Freedom and
Operation Enduring Freedom. He
on you.”
served as the Division Inspector
Weick says all of this in true
General and 1st Brigade’s S-1 and
senior noncommissioned officer
finally the Deputy Commander
fashion, from center stage sans
from 2012-2017.
microphone, commanding the
Crain congratulated his fellow
attending of the room with his
Soldiers
on their retirement and
presence. Weick shared the stage
thanked
them for the similar
with his wife and daughter and
sacrifices
to this nation that he’s
presented them both bouquets of
flowers to express his gratitude
HONORING FIVE continued on Page 20
of their support over his 42 year

Lt. Col. Nathaniel Cox receives a Meritorious Service Medal for his military service during a
retirement ceremony on May 19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt.
Adrienne Bryant
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Command Sgt. Maj. Knute Weick sharing his reflections from a 42 year military career during his retirement ceremony on May 19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by
Capt. Adrienne Bryant
Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford, commanding general of the 95th Training Division, presenting
Sgt. 1st Class Ferdinand Muniz-Cintron his Certificate of Retirement alongside his daughter
during a ceremony on May 19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt.
Adrienne Bryant

Honoring Five
Cont’d from page 19

made. He shared reflections on the
meaning of his service with the
attendees.
“Thomas Paine said ,‘those who
expect to reap the blessings of
freedom, must, like men, undergo
the fatigues of supporting it’,”
shares Crain.
“For over 250 years now, this
nation has been blessed by those
who accepted the challenge
willingly and vigorously,” explains
Crain.
Crain had many family members
and friends in attendance, but
invited his wife to share the stage
with him so he could present
her a bouquet of flowers for his
appreciation.
Lt. Col. Nathanial Cox, who
was most recently serving as the
Division G-1, enlisted in 1990 as 71L,
administrative specialist. He entered
the ROTC program at Northeastern
State University in Tahlequah, OK
in 1992 and later commissioned
in 1994 into the Adjutant General
Corps. Cox served as platoon leader
and company commander at the
841st AG Company in Tulsa, OK until
he mobilized to Europe in 1996 in
support of Operation Joint Guard
serving in Germany and Bosnia.
He served as the Detachment
commander of the 328th Personnel
Services Battalion at Fort Sam
Houston,Texas before ultimately
ending up back in the Oklahoma
area to find his way serving in the
75th Training Division and the 95th
Training Division.
“I thank everybody, thanks to
my family,” says Cox.“Thanks for
supporting me, I couldn’t have done
it without you.”
Cox invited his wife and daughter

on stage to share his retirement
honors.
The final Soldier honored with
retirement that day was Lt. Col.
Dale Nelson who served his final
military years as the division
chaplain. Chaplain Nelson enlisted
in 1977 as Infantry serving on
Active Duty until 1980. He returned
to military service in 1992 as a
Wisconsin National Guardsman
and later commissioned in 1997
as a Chaplain. Nelson deployed
to Kosovo in 2006 and soon after
his return transferred to the Army
Reserve. Nelson also deployed to
Iraq in Dec 2010 and again to Joint
Base Balad in 2011.
“I remember coming home and
saying,‘dear it looks like there’s
other people out there and I could
get out of this one’ and she said
that’s not the way we play it,“
said Nelson speaking of his wife’s
support of his career over the years.
“And so I reach out to you that
are out there to say that our nation
needs you, reach to those that are
there to support you, serve it with
everything you have,” says Nelson
as he imparts his final words to the
Soldiers of the division,“then you’ll
have an honor that you can have in
the end.”
Chaplain Nelson shared the stage
with his daughter and also closed
the ceremony with the benediction.
The 77th Army Band located on
Fort Sill provided all the music for
the ceremony.
Each of the retirees received
Meritorious Service Medals,
Certificates of Appreciation from
the President of the United States,
Certificates of Appreciation from
the Chief of Staff of the Army
Reserve, Certificates of Retirement,
folded American flags, and 95th
Division Lifetime Membership
Certificates.

Sgt. 1st Class Ferdinand Muniz-Cintron, Chaplain Dale Nelson, Command Sgt. Maj. Knute
Weick, Lt. Col. Jeffrey Crain, and Lt. Col. Nathaniel Cox gathered at a reception held in honor
of their retirement on May 19, 2018 at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt.
Adrienne Bryant

Command Sgt. Maj. John Stumph, Command Sergeant Major of the 95th Training Division,
stands beside retired Command Sgt. Maj. Knute Weick during at reception on May 19, 2018
at Snow Hall on Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Photo by Capt. Adrienne Bryant
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Enlistment Ceremony held at
NASCAR event in New York

SGT Christopher Anthony with his two children post-race; one year old Judah on left
and Alethea, age three on right.

By Capt. Christian Grams

CPT, Commanding
D Co/2-389/3rd BDE/98th Training Divisio

With the August temperature
in the 90s and the heat index
closing in on 100 degrees, the
command of “drink water” was
heartily accepted by the formation
of Soldiers standing at the Watkins
Glen International Speedway. Of
course, the 21 Soldiers who stood
side by side preparing to reelist at
the New York NASCAR racetrack
had likely heard that command
hundreds of times in their Army
careers. However, for the 30
recruits who were preparing to
take their first Oath of Enlistment,
this was their first command of
many to come.
Reelistments only happen a few
times in a Soldier’s career, and the
first Oath of Enlistment is special
in itself. Both milestones represent
commitment and sacrifice, making
them a perfect reason to celebrate
with friends and family.
This is exactly reason why Sgt.
1st Class George Farley Sr., from

Horseheads, New York, helped
organize the military ceremony
during the Go Bowling at the Glen
event on August 5.“The decision
to serve, or to continue to serve,
is something these future Soldiers,
and current Soldiers, need to
celebrate with their friends and
families,”said Farley.
So before the green flag was
dropped and the NASCAR drivers
sped off, the Soldiers and family
members were able to walk down
Pit Lane to see the cars and crews
up close—an experience the
average fan does not get at
every race.
The enlistment ceremony itself
took place before, but on the
same stage, as the NASCAR driver
introductions.The Soldiers and
recruits stood together, side by
side, as they prepared to make
their oaths.
The order to “raise your right
hand and repeat after me,” was
given by Lt. Col. David Jenkins,
battalion commander, 1st Battalion,
Army Reserve Careers Division,
Fort Devens Massachusetts.And as
those 51 voices repeated the oath,
Family, friends and NASCAR fans
gathered to show their support
on the track’s Finish Line.As the
last words of the oath finished, the
gathered crowd cheered and took
pictures of the special event.
As the commander of Delta
‘Dynamite’ Company, 2-389 Basic
Combat Training Battalion, 3rd
Brigade, 98th Training Division, I
was lucky enough to witness two
of my Soldiers take part in this
great event. Both reenlisting, one
for the last time.
Staff Sgt. Mathew Wilson, a drill
sergeant of mine from Mansfield,
Pennsylvania, will now pass his
20-year mark in the Army and will
not raise his right hand again in a
ceremony such as this.
Sgt. Christopher Anthony,
another drill sergeant of mine from
Afton, New York, reelisted as well

SSG Mathew Wilson can be seen with his Drill Sergeant hat exiting the stage.

CSM Rogers addressing the Soldiers and giving a safety brief to those who would reenlist
two hours later.

A Soldier walking down pit lane.

LTC Jenkins reads the Oath of Enlistment.

with his family close by.
Neither, had ever reelisted at a
racetrack before. So that was an
exciting first.
The race itself was also a one
of firsts.The victor, driver Chase
Elliott, crossed the finish line and
won a NASCAR Monster Energy
Series Race for the first time in his
young career.

The decision to reenlist is an
awesome undertaking, one that
should not be overlooked.To the
51 people who stood on that stage,
and specifically to the two Soldiers
in Delta Company 2-389, I say
thank you to your years of service
and thank you for taking on the
honor of continued service to
our nation.
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From the 98th Training Division (IET) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Miles Davis
Commanding, 98th Training Division (IET)

Iroquois Warriors, as you
read this article, our Division is
decisively engaged at the Army
Training Centers in Fort Benning
and Fort Jackson. Our drill
sergeants are conducting Infantry
One Station Unit Training, Cavalry
One Station Unit Training, Basic
Combat Training, Chaplin Basic
Officer Leader Course, and Navy
Individual Augmentee Combat
Training. Meanwhile, they are also
preparing for the Infantry OSUT
expansion and implementation
of the new Army Combat Fitness
Test. With this high OPTEMPO, I
want to take a moment to reflect
on this past year - a year that has
been filled with many firsts - a
year in the Band of Excellence.
Readiness — Over the
past year, the Division made
great progress in all four of
Maj. Gen. McQueen’s pillars of
Readiness. Safety Readiness:
Every company, battalion and
brigade in the Division met
all of the requirements for
Safety Streamers. (We were the
first Division in the Training
Command to do that!) Family
Readiness: 1st Brigade received
the 2017 Department of
Defense Family Readiness award
for the Army Reserve, making

Photos by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M Litchfield, Public Affairs Office and Maj. Michelle Lunato , 98th Training Division (IET) PAO

them the only unit selected
for the entire Army Reserve!
Combat Readiness: The
Division increased drill sergeant
production over 66 percent
from FY17, which included
the first two female Infantry
Soldiers (Sgt. Michelle Alvarado
and Sgt. Candice Beebe) in
the Army. Soldier Readiness:
The Division significantly
improved all of its key readiness
indicators (MRC, DRC, OERs,
NCOERs, APFT, Weapons) and is
at the top of the 108th Training
Command.
Iroquois Challenge — Set
in the rolling hills and towering
pines of Fort Benning, Georgia,
Soldiers of the 98th Division
participated in the inaugural
98th Division “Iroquois
Challenge” Field Training

Exercise in July. The “Iroquois
Challenge” is a grueling
Commanders Cup Competition
that tests the warrior task
and battle drill proficiency
of five-Soldier teams from
each battalion in the Division
through a series of scenariodriven, mission-oriented,
Situational Training Exercise
(STX) lanes. Key events
included tactical air movement
in UH-60 Black Hawks, patrol
base operations, 6-mile ruck
march, 100-yard litter carry,
Stress Shoot, movement to
contact (Paint Ball) STX lane,
combat casualty care STX lane,
and weapon (M18 Claymore
Mine, M136 (AT-4), M240B
Machine Gun, and Hand
Grenade) STX lanes. At the end
of the challenge, fhe five-man
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We have a rich history, and I want
to thank all the Soldiers, civilians,
and families, past and present,
for all of their commitment, hard
work, and sacrifice to make this
Division great!
team from 3-330th Infantry
captured first place.
Division 100th Anniversary
— The 98th Division hosted
its Centennial Celebration July
17-21, 2018 at Fort Benning,
Georgia. The Centennial
Celebration included a
Commanders Cup Competition
(Iroquois Challenge), 5K Division
Run, and a Centennial Dining
Out. All of the events celebrated
the history and lineage of the
Division and included currently
serving, alumni, family members,
and our Fort Benning partners.
More than 200 of those people
attended the Centennial Dining
Out, which was held at the
historic Columbus Ironworks.
Events at the Dining Out
included an exceptionally
moving tribute to the Fallen
Soldiers of the Division (Lt.
Col. Terrence K. Crowe, Master
Sgt. Paul D. Karpowich, Sgt. 1st
Class Robert V. Derenda, Staff

Sgt. Christopher W. Dill, and Sgt.
Lawrence A. Roukey), a video
tribute, guest speaker – Maj.
Gen. Dan Christian, and the
presentation of the Iroquois
Challenge awards.
German Armed Forces
Badge for Military Proficiency
(GAFPB) – The 98th Division
worked with 1-46 Infantry to
plan and execute the German
Armed Forces Badge for
Military Proficiency (GAFPB)
qualification at Fort Benning
in November. The goal of
conducting the GAFPB was
to test physical fitness and
individual Soldier skills, maintain
esprit de corps, and to establish
a working relationship with
fellow cadre and German
counterparts here on Fort
Benning for future military
operations. Key events included
M9 pistol qualification, 12k-foot
march (33lb ruck), 100-meter
swim, 1,000-meter run, flex arm

hang, and sprints. 35 Soldiers
in the Division participated in
the event. Command Sgt. Maj.
Todd Priest and I were able to
conduct the foot march with
our competing Soldiers.
With this high OPTEMPO, it
is easy to miss how much has
happened and how far we have

come. We have a rich history,
and I want to thank all the
Soldiers, civilians, and families,
past and present, for all of their
commitment, hard work, and
sacrifice to make this Division
great!

Iroquois 6
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98th Training Division Soldier
Awarded the Order of the Marechausee
By Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division (IET)
Public Affairs Officer

Army Reserve training
divisions are known for their
highly proficient drill sergeants.
However, Brig. Gen. Miles Davis,
commanding general of the 98th
Training Division (Initial Entry
Training Division), says that many
of his other Iroquois Warriors
regularly operate within the ‘Band
of Excellence’ too.
“The term is about sustaining
proficiency, about maintaining
training proficiency within
that band of excellence,”
explained Davis.“It is more than
just a doctrinal term—it’s an
expectation and way of life in the
98th Training Division.”
1st Sgt. Brian Kessler, first
sergeant, Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, 1st
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET), is one of those Soldiers
who operates, and has always
operated within that band of
excellence, according to several
leaders in both the 1st Brigade
and the Division headquarters.

Kessler is not one of the
division’s leading drill sergeants

though. He is an Army Reserve
first sergeant. And prior to
that role, Kessler served as a
noncommissioned officer in the
Military Police Corps on active
duty for more than 10 years, with
much of that time being stationed
at Fort Benning, Georgia with the
98th Military Police Company.
In those days, the young Soldier
wanted to do it all, said Kessler.
“Early on, I was always striving for
the next big thing. If there were
any competitions or ‘cool-guy
things’ to do, that’s what I wanted
to do.”
One of those ‘cool-guy things’
included Kessler trying out for
the Fort Benning Special Reaction
Team, which lead to some great
training with Customs agents and
local police officers.
With all those years in the 98th
MP Company, Kessler took on his
fair share of deployments as well;
three tours in Iraq to be specific.
While in country, the young
Kessler served on, and eventually
led, numerous police transition
teams.
As the years passed in the MP
Corps, Kessler decided to move
on and got out of the military
in 2010. But the Soldier missed
the life, the uniform and the
comradery. So after six months
working a civilian job, he joined
the Army Reserve, but not just as
a Soldier.
When out of uniform, Kessler
served the Army Reserve as a

government civilian, currently as
the Force Management Analyst for
the 98th Training Division (IET)
Headquarters.
As the years passed on the
Reserve side, Kessler showed
his skills and dedication at both
of these new roles. And in that
time, the leadership got to know
him, and his past.They learned
about his accomplishments and
experiences in the MP Corps
and decided to give him the
acknowledgement his years of
service deserved by nominating
him for the Order of the
Marechaussee, explained Col.
Timothy Pulley, commander, 1st
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET), who submitted the award
nomination.“1st Sgt. Kessler is a
well deserving Soldier who put
other Soldiers in the MP Corps in
front of himself.”
The Order of the Marechaussee,
which is one of the highest
honors from the Military Police
Regimental Association (MPRA),
was officially established in
2000 “to recognize exceptional
dedication, competence and
contribution to the Military Police
Corps Regiment over an extended
period of time,” according to the
MPRA award description.
The Bronze level Marechaussee,
which Kessler was nominated
for, is only approved by the
Chief of the Military Police
Corps Regiment, Regimental
Command Sergeant Major and the
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Selected nominees must have
“at least 10 years of significant
service or support to the MP
Corps Regiment,” stated the
MPRA website.The other levels of
the Marechaussee are Silver and
Gold, which require 20 years of
service and a select distinguished
nominee considerations,
respectively.
According to the MPRA, that
service must stand out though.
Nominated Soldiers “must have
had an outstanding and positive
impact in various positions of
increased responsibility during
their period of service.” Not only
that,“they must clearly stand out
from their peers in the opinions
of their superiors, subordinates
and peers alike.”
Kessler’s years of service
and experience hit all those
requirements and Pulley’s
nomination was accepted. So
in April, Kessler was officially
awarded the Order of the
Marechaussee (Bronze) at Fort
Benning, the same base where he
served most of his years in the
MP Corps.
Receiving the Marechaussee
was a definite highlight, said
Kessler.“It’s different than other
awards that are for a specific
action or time frame, but this is
for a career well served.”
Though his career path has
been modified some, Kessler
is still serving. And that makes
receiving the Marechaussee now
even that more special.
“I’ve seen people receive it, but

most times it’s when they retire.
So the true honor is to be able to
receive it while I am actually still
serving and actually be able to
wear it,” said Kessler.
Looking down at the award,
Kessler laughed and explained the
irony between the Marechaussee
history and his own experiences
in the MP Corps.“If you look at
the history of the Marechaussee,
they talk about how [the MPS]
did all these things that were not
their job,” said Kessler.
Several sites listing the history
on the Marechaussee state how

MPs supported the Cavalry at
unexpected though. It just made
times because they had horses.
sense, explained Kessler.“We were
They also served as additional
equipped very well in theater
bodyguards to Gen. George
as far as vehicles and weapon
Washington because they had
systems, so it really does make
weapons.
us rather multipurpose to do
“So they did all these things on different things that are required.”
top of what their actually job was,
That flexibility and adaptability
which is still very true today,” said has continued to serve Kessler
Kessler.“They say MP stands for
after his transition into the
multipurpose, and it’s pretty true,” Army Reserve as a Soldier and
said Kessler reflecting on his three government civilian. In fact,
deployment in Iraq. “You find
Kessler said he finds that many of
yourself doing all kinds of things
those serving in the Reserve to be
you never expected yourself to be very diverse, all working within
doing, like counter IED missions
that ‘Band of Excellence.’“You
or call-for-fire missions, which you can’t just look at someone’s rank
don’t expect to do as a military
to determine what they know.
police officer.”
It just doesn’t work like that in
The array of tasks and missions the Reserve.You could have a
Kessler completed while in the
Marechausee continued on Page 28
MP Corps were not a bad or
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Marechausee
Cont’d from page 27

sergeant who is in charge of a
major on the civilian side or have
this wealth of knowledge in this
different field….I always found
that very interesting,” explained
Kessler.
Now that he has received one
of the highest honors in the MP
Corps, Kessler was asked about
what his next goals would be.
“Awards are great to receive,
but they are not the reasons
people serve. So, I just keep on
serving in the Army Reserve and
going to different positions of
responsibility.’
But whenever the Soldier side
of Kessler does decide to retire,
he’s thrilled to have found a
place where he can still serve the
Nation.
“I am happy about having a job
where when I do retire on the
military side, I will still be around
Soldiers every day. I find that to
be a benefit.”
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98th Training Division hosts
Inaugural Iroquois Challenge
By Maj. Michelle Lunato

Photos by Maj. Michelle Lunato and
Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M. Litchfield

In honor of the Division’s
100th Anniversary, the 98th
Training Division (Initial Entry
Training) held their first Iroquois
Warrior Challenge at Fort
Benning, Georgia July 17-21.
The inaugural challenge
brought together more than 70
Army Reserve Soldiers from
across the division to test their
skills, endurance and readiness.
Five-man teams from 14
battalions went head to head in a
variety of tasks including a 6-mile
road march, a rifle stress shoot,
and a test on military knowledge.
The team-oriented challenge
varied from the well-known
Best Warrior Competitions that
Soldiers have seen for years, but
that is exactly why many division
Soldiers wanted to compete, said
Staff Sgt. Cameron Edmonds who
is an Army Reserve drill sergeant
with the Iroquois Challenge Team
Champions - Delta Company,
3/330th Infantry Regiment, 1st
Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET).“The idea of working as a
team, including both officers and

enlisted, was appealing.”
Winning the first Iroquois
Warrior Challenge was not an
easy task though, especially
since the competitors had no
experience to draw a training
plan from. However, the 3/330th
team just clicked and started
training on all they could, said
Staff Sgt. Bradley Dohm, also a
drill sergeant with winning Delta
Company team.“You have to be
cohesive and then train together
on everything that you do.”
The winning Iroquois Warrior
team from Michigan planned to
win and did just that by creating
training plans that included
everything from physical fitness
to an array of Warrior tasks.
The only thing they didn’t plan
for was the Georgia heat and
humidity in July, said Edmonds.
He explained that the 6-mile road
march didn’t seem like it would
be that difficult until their later
start time put the Michigan team
heading out in the hottest part of
the morning.
“That really beat us up when
it came to getting into the ruck
march,” said Edmonds.
His new company commander
and teammate, 1st Lt. Phillip

Photos by Sgt. 1st Class Lisa M Litchfield and Maj. Michelle Lunato

Bunker, agreed they had some
challenges on that team task.
“The short distance was
deceptive.”
The competing Soldiers were
not alone in their struggles.
Several battalion leaders,
commanders and sergeants major
alike, broke out their rucksacks
and marched along side their

teams and followed them
through different Warrior lanes.
The division leadership was no
different. Both the commanding
general and command sergeant
major of the division, Brig. Gen.
Miles Davis and Command
Sgt. Maj. Ian Coyle, were seen

Iroquois Challenge continued on Page 30
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Iroquois Challenge
Cont’d from page 29

marching the route with teams as well.
Being in the field with the Soldiers is
where leaders should be, said Davis.“The
[Command] Sergeant Major is showing
what a great leaders does. Leaders are out
there with the training, with the Soldiers,
checking on Soldiers, taking care of the
Soldiers, and making sure the training
is executed to standard,” Davis said as
he patted Coyle on the back after they
both finish the road march with different
teams.
The team-style challenge was really
motivating, said Coyle as he explained
how exciting it was to watch Soldiers
from across the division working together.
“This was a time to share our collective
experiences.”
And that sharing of experience is
exactly what the division commander
wants all the competitors to do.“This
gives the Soldiers a chance to get
together and collectively train, and then
take it back to their units,” said Davis.
Once the competition was over,
Bunker said he had time to reflect on the
challenge his team won. Outside of the
helicopter movement, Bunker said he
didn’t see the division competition use
a lot of high dollar resources, and that
encouraged him.“It was a lot of good
ideas for things I can bring back to my
battalion and battle assembly weekends,”
said the newly assigned company
commander.
Other than getting great training
ideas, Bunker said the field time with
his Soldiers was invaluable.“Any time to
get out and lead a team in a high-stress
environment like this is an excellent
exercise for any officer, any leader.”
In between the hard work and under
the camouflage and sweat, Bunker said
he got to see a new, deeper side to his
Soldiers.“I see how they act in the Drill
Hall and now, I see how they act under
pressure. They are excellent Soldiers,” said
Bunker with sincerity.
This type of team building and
experience is just what I envisioned, said
Davis.“The Iroquois Challenge is all about
great training, and training is readiness.
And since it’s the 100th Anniversary of
the Division, there was no better way to
spend it than out in the field with the
Soldiers.”
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From the 104th Training Division (LT)Commander
Non-Commissioned Officers: ‘The Backbone of the Army’

By Brig. Gen. B.G. Edwards
Commanding, 104th Training Division (LT)

During the recent farewell of
the 104th Division Command
Sergeant Major, CSM Peter Trotter
and I had time to reflect on the
question,“What does it mean to be
a non-commissioned officer?” The
104th is composed of more than
1,200 Non-Commissioned Officers
(NCOs) who are technically and
tactically proficient leaders. They
function day in and day out as
the backbone of our Division
and our Army. Functioning as the
backbone means, carrying out
various important functions such
as: trainers, teachers, role models,
guardian of standards, professionals,
and the list continues. NCO’s
bear the trust and respect of their
Soldiers. They are professionals and
lead by example in every endeavor.
And our NCO’s ensure,“mission
first and people always.”
This summer, while visiting

Cadet Sumer Training (CST), I
had the honor and privilege to
meet several of our NCO’s who
greatly exhibited what it means
to be a true professional. These
leaders cared for and led the
Timberwolves in what is arguably
the most challenging and best
executed CST mission to date.
And, leading and training cadets
while simultaneously leading
your own Soldiers is no easy feat.
This is due in part to the size
and complexity of the one of the
Army’s most complex training
events where as many as 10,000
Cadets from all over the United
States and its territories gather
to attend, train, and be evaluated.
At CST, our NCO’s from across
America bring their specialized
skills and expertise to train Cadets
and manage the operation, as
well as teach, coach, and mentor
young men and women working
toward entering military service.
The leadership development that
our NCO’s bring is in valuable
in training tomorrow’s leaders
today. And our NCO’s performed
admirably receiving numerous
accolades from senior leaders
across the Army. This was no
mistake. Rather, it is due in large
part by the Timberwolves senior
NCO, CSM Peter Trotter.
The NCO Creed starts out
with the phrase,“No one is more
professional than I” and CSM
Trotter was just that. He left an
enduring positive legacy by living
by the NCO Creed and driving
these same attributes into peers
and subordinates. He constantly
displayed true professionalism as a

Soldier and as a leader in the United
States Army. He strived to be the
very best he can be and continually
carried out his duties with mission
focus while leading and mentoring
along the way. CSM Trotter cared
for the Soldiers of the 104th
Division and went to great lengths
to ensure that they were looked
after, cared for, and trained and
ready to accomplish their mission.
In short, he was our quarterback,
the power and intellect behind
our organization, the epitome of

professionalism and a leader of
leaders. And fitting to his selfless
service and professional nature,
CSM Trotter chose to conduct his
change of responsibility ceremony
with CSM William Phipps at CST,“in
order to be with his Soldiers while
they execute their mission.”
Today, we are honored to
welcome our newest member to
the Timberwolf family, CSM Phipps.
He too is a leader of leaders and
will undoubtedly continue with
and build upon the great legacy
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left by CSM Trotter. I have great
confidence that our Division is
in great hand. We will continue
to accomplish amazing things for
our Army in the area of training
and leadership under the watchful
eye of CSM Phipps. I view
CSM Phipps as a faithful, high
achieving leader, who exemplifies
excellence in every endeavor.
He is a trusted chieftain and a
forward thinker that will guide
our formation to new heights
while achieving tremendous
results along the way. He brings
the right combination of charisma,
enthusiasm and self-assurance and
will certainly make an enduring
impact in molding the future
leaders of the Army. In short, this
NCO is the foundation of our
team and the backbone of the
Army. “Nightfighters!”
Timberwolf 06

NCO Creed
No one is more professional than I. I am a noncommissioned
officer, a leader of Soldiers. As a noncommissioned officer, I
realize that I am a member of a time honored corps, which is
known as “The Backbone of the Army”. I am proud of the Corps
of noncommissioned officers and will at all times conduct
myself so as to bring credit upon the Corps, the military service
and my country regardless of the situation in which I find
myself. I will not use my grade or position to attain pleasure,
profit, or personal safety.
Competence is my watchword. My two basic responsibilities
will always be uppermost in my mind—accomplishment
of my mission and the welfare of my Soldiers. I will strive
to remain technically and tactically proficient. I am aware
of my role as a noncommissioned officer. I will fulfill my
responsibilities inherent in that role. All Soldiers are entitled
to outstanding leadership; I will provide that leadership. I
know my Soldiers and I will always place their needs above
my own. I will communicate consistently with my Soldiers and
never leave them uninformed. I will be fair and impartial when
recommending both rewards and punishment.
Officers of my unit will have maximum time to accomplish
their duties; they will not have to accomplish mine. I will
earn their respect and confidence as well as that of my
Soldiers. I will be loyal to those with whom I serve; seniors,
peers, and subordinates alike. I will exercise initiative by
taking appropriate action in the absence of orders. I will not
compromise my integrity, nor my moral courage. I will not
forget, nor will I allow my comrades to forget that we are
professionals, noncommissioned officers, leaders!
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Mission CST Land Navigation
By SGT Felicia Stokes
Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th

Tucked away in Fort Lee
and Salem, Virginia, is an Army
Reserve instructor training unit
vital to the success of Cadet
Command during Cadet Summer
Training (CST) Basic Course
Training (BCT).
The 1st Brigade, 2/319th
Regiment, 104th Training
Division, is an essential part of
the training course and requires
their instructors to well trained
before they step onto the lanes
to challenge the Cadets.
“We were the first rotation to
give land navigation instruction
to the Basic Camp Cadets so it
was very important for us to
build the initial footprint for the
other CST rotations to follow,”
explained Sgt. 1st Class Terrence
Wesson, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st
BDE, 104th Training Division.
Wesson, who served as noncommissioned officer in charge
of the second rotation was

The 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division Cadre is briefed before the Cadets arrive on training site. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha
Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs Representative

understandably proud of the job
his Soldiers accomplished.
“Our Instructors displayed

SFC Wadell Lucas of Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Leads the pace
count orientation station, where cadets determine individual pace count. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs Representative

professionalism and resiliency
in overcoming a few initial
training obstacles but overall they
accomplished the mission. I was
very pleased with the job the 2nd
CST Rotation did at Ft. Knox,” he
enthused.
With instructors needing to
be proficient in land navigation
before challenging the Cadets
to brave the lanes, the officers
in charge (OIC) and noncommissioned officers in charge
(NCOIC) of the course initiate
planning and preparation for
instructors to participate several
months before summer training
begins. Drills include intense
classroom learning and vigorous
day and night land navigation
field exercises equivalent training
the Cadets will experience.
Land navigation training is the
primary focus of every Battle

Assembly until the execution of
the mission. Cadre and the land
navigation course are validated
prior to training the Cadets. It
is mandatory that all cadre are
acquainted with the course and
completes the same requirements
as the Cadets before they are
trained.
As if the requirements for
prepping for the lanes weren’t
enough, the instructors must also
obtain training and certifications
in Sexual Harassment/Assault
Response and Prevention
awareness, Fraternization and
Hazing, Lightning Prevention,
Heat Injury Prevention, vehicle
licensing, and 15-Passenger Van
Safety.
It’s late May when support
instructors arrive on site at Fort
Knox, Kentucky to organize the
structure of the lanes on the
ground. Everything that has been
planned meticulously from a
distance must now be created
on site prior to the arrival of the
Cadets.
On May 29, the first of four
highly trained and qualified
instructor rotations begin their
annual training by designing
and building the character to
create the scene.They begin
transforming the desolate
location into a BCT land
navigation site.This first rotation
is responsible for creating the
three dimension land navigation
sand table, coordinating the
lanes and checkpoints as well as
initiating the flow of operation.
When the second rotation
arrives on June 11, there is a small
overlap in the schedule, allowing
for a “left seat, right seat” transfer
of authority.The second rotation
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The three-dimension land navigation sand table is a replica of the courses 45 land navigation point lanes. Photo by SFC Waddell Lucas, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training
Division

SSG Richard Heinzman of Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, instructs
Cadets on how to accurately use a compass and confirm the correct working components
of the compass. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs Representative

observes the operation while
conducting a walk-through of the
proposed flow. Each subsequent
rotation repeats the left seat, right
seat as the incoming rotation
observes the outgoing rotation
while they conduct the operation
allowing a level transition into
the ongoing maneuvers.
On June 15, the Cadre
welcome the first group of
Cadets from 1st Regiment BCT to
the Land navigation course, CST
Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Rain or shine, the instructors
will train over 2,000 Cadets.The
mission to train and demonstrate
teamwork, instill confidence,
proficiency, and success through

the challenge of dismounted land
navigation is accomplished in the
span of six training stations.
Cadets begin at the overview
and briefing station, where they
learn not only the fundamentals
of terrain features and point
plotting, but also the importance
of safety and teamwork.They
move on through realistic sand
tables and poster sized maps,
diverse terrain surface review,
pace count coaching, compass
fundamentals and practice lanes.
The Cadets finish at the grading
tent where they are assigned a
battle buddy and checked on and
off the course, ensuring proper
accountability at all times.

While the Cadets are fully
immersed in instruction,
additional support staff are
working hard on the operations
side.
The Tactical Operation Center
(TOC) is established, Medical
Center and cooling tent are
set up with immersion cooling
equipment, and seven manned
checkpoints are positioned
throughout the course to assist
Cadets needing guidance, and
also providing for additional

safety on the range.
After precise instructions at
each station, instructors release
the cadet battle buddy teams to
the lanes to demonstrate their
ability to perform basic land
navigation skills. Cadets must
correctly locate three of four
points within four hours on the
day course, and two of three
points within three hours on the
night course.
The instructors on the course

Mission CST continued on Page 36
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Mission CST
Cont’d from pag35

SPC Patricia Querubin, of Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE,
104th Training Division crossing a stream on a log while
pursuing a checkpoint marker during FTX Pre-CST training at Fort Pickett Army National Guard installation,
Blackstone, Virginia. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha
Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public
Affairs Representative

Eureka!!! SFC Andrew Lewis of Bravo Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Found checkpoint marker during FTX Pre-CST training at Fort Pickett
Army National Guard installation, Blackstone, Virginia. Photo by SGT Felicia
Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs
Representative

are overseen by Capt. Javier A. de
la Torre, an Army ROTC Assistant
Professor of Military Science at
California State University - San
Marcos, and Sgt. 1st Class Adam
Westcott, an Army ROTC Military
Science Instructor at Texas State
University. During their time
at Ft. Knox the 2/319th team
worked alongside Torre, Westcott
and Task Force Blackjack, a
FORSCOM Support from 1st
Cavalry Division, Ft. Hood,Texas.
As a combined effort, the
Army Reserve and active Army
trained over 2,000 ROTC
Cadets, successfully and safely
ensuring that eight regiments of
Cadets were proficient in Land
Navigation.
“The great success of Cadet
Summer Training would not have
been possible without the Active
Duty - Reserve team,” said de la
Torre. “All Basic Camp Cadets future Army leaders - came out of
land navigation training having
learned important skills that they
will take with them throughout
their careers.This is due in very
large part to the outstanding
2/319th ADVON, instructors, and
graders.”

1SGT Dodson, MSG Vern, and a SGT of Bravo Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division,
Pre-CST plotting point before venturing into the woods to find their checkpoints during
FTX Pre-CST training at Fort Pickett Army National Guard installation, Blackstone, Virginia.
Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public
Affairs Representative
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Staff Sgt. Alex Snow of Bravo Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, conducts an
overview and briefing, on the importance of safety, teamwork, and the fundamentals of
land navigation. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs Representative

SSG Richard Heinzman of Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, instructs
Cadets on how to accurately use a compass and confirm the correct working components
of the compass.

It’s 2:45 a.m. and the Cadet regiment has parted the course. Instructors often work over
20-hour shifts in the course of training Cadet Regiments. Cadre will return at 0:700. Photo
by Sgt Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co.2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division, Unit Public Affairs
Representative

2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th Training Division 2nd rotation CPT Silas Tanui OIC and SFC Terrence Wesson NCOIC, CPT Javier A. de la Torre, Basic Camp Land Navigation Course OIC,
and brief Cadet Command, Brief LTC Kilgore. The Land Navigation Committee Chief, during course validation. Photo by SGT Felicia Stokes, Alpha Co. 2/319th, 1st BDE, 104th
Training Division, Unit Public Affairs Representative
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104th Training Division Change of Responsibility
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Privilege and Honor
By Maj. David Whitt
Executive Officer, 3-304th Infantry Battalion

It’s 0500 hours on what promises
to be another hot July day as 1SG
Klass awakens the Soldiers of
Alpha Company, 3-304th Infantry
Battalion, in the on-post barracks
to start another day of training the
Cadets at the most elite military
school in the country – the United
States Military Academy at West
Point, NY.The weather is already
balmy as the US Army Reserve
Soldiers step into bathrooms for
their morning hygiene routine and
Klass steps outside to survey the
landscape of the famous institution
on the Hudson River.
The US Military Academy at West
Point is located on the picturesque
Hudson River at a strategic junction
where the Continental Army of the
American Revolution once strung
a chain across the river to block
the British Army attempts to sail
through.Today that chain still exists
on display along with captured
antique cannons from our early
history. Visitors, Cadets, and Soldiers
alike have access to the campus
building which include castle-like
fortifications, well-kept parade
grounds, slate-roofed housing, and
historic statues and portraits of
famous West Point alumni. It is a
“hell of a place to visit,” says Master
Sgt.Yurek, the BN Operations NCO,
whose daughter attends the school
where he instructs.
The Soldiers of the proud 3-304
hail from as far west as Seattle, as
far south as Virginia, as far north
as Maine and make the annual
pilgrimage to West Point because
they love the mission and working
with the motivated Cadets at West
Point.“They are all motivated
and just want to learn” remarks
Master Sgt. Conner, who has been
doing the West Point mission for
the better part of 10 years.“I love
coming here.”
West Point runs annual training

for incoming freshman to teach
basic Soldier skills and get them
ready for a rigorous academic
year at this prestigious academy
and these Soldiers have been
entrusted by the Army with the
critical mission of running the most
dangerous live fire ranges for their
freshman field training program
nicknamed “Beast.”
The Soldiers are there to instruct
and facilitate training.They enable
the Cadet leadership (usually rising
seniors) to lead their “new cadets”
(high school students only a few
weeks prior) through about 30 days
of grueling training.
1SG Klass makes roll call and
accounts for his 66 soldiers as they
make ready for another run at the
assault weapons range where his
men and women instruct these

future Army leaders on crew-serve
weapons familiarization, fire live
AT4s, claymores and M203s.
On the assault weapons range
the Cadets bivouac often in the
field and eventually rotate over the
hand grenade range, run by Charlie
Company and 1SG Martin, where
they are instructed on basic hand
grenade familiarization and run
through several practice iterations,

an assault course,
and throw a live
grenade.The “pit
NCOs” that facilitate
the live hand grade
throw are trained to ensure Cadets
throw the grenade to standard, and,
if necessary, are prepared to throw
Cadets of all shapes and sizes out of
the pits to safety should a grenade
drop accidently during training.
“We’ve given the Army our best
training resources and, they count
on us to do it to standard and do it
safe, remarks 1SG Martin.“Our value
to the Army is they can trust us to
provide high quality instruction, on
demand, to standard, and we deliver
year-after-year,” he explains.
Near the grenade range comes
the capstone training event for
Cadet summer training – the buddy
team live fire range, run by Bravo
Company, 3-304.
“Cadets at this range have to
move, shoot, and communicate
together on a live fire range, engage
targets, coordinate, and negotiate
obstacles to demonstrate basic
proficiency in individual movement
techniques,” says B Co 1SG, 1st Sgt.
Wedge.
“It’s a dangerous thing when
you put these Cadets, who were
high school seniors only a few
days before, on a range with M4s,

terrain, and obstacles and expect
them to apply individual movement
technique instruction, maneuver
and engage the enemy safely,” he
explains.“It’s the ultimate growing
up experience. I guess you can’t do
this without knowing that you are
now in the Army.”
The West Point mission is one
many of the quintessential things
that the Army Reserve offers as a
value proposition to the overall
force structure. The USAR has the
capability needed to perform this
task, year after year, with precision
and dedication and the Soldiers
of the 3-304th are happy to do it
better and better every year.
Lt. Col. Van De Wal, battalion
commander of the 3-304th remarks,
“It is a humbling privilege and
honor both as a USAR Commander
and as a unit to be entrusted with
such a unique mission. Our mission
is the first interaction, and lasting
impression, of our Reserve NCO’s
(and the USAR) on the future
generals of the Army. Our unit is
very proud of our contribution to
the USAR’s leader development
mission.”
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Night Fighters

A Tribute to Our Living History
D-Day “Operation Overlord”
began on June 6, 1944, where
some 156,000 American, British
and Canadian forces stormed five
beaches along a 50-mile stretch
of the heavily fortified coast of
France’s Normandy region.The
invasion was one of the largest
amphibious military assaults in
history. By late August, nearly 1
million men came ashore and
all of northern France liberated.
The Normandy landings marked
the beginning of the end for Nazi
Germany and this is where our
story begins.
After extensive
training, the
104th Infantry
Division
departed
American soil in
late August 1944.
It arrived in
northern France
weeks later
on September
7th, 1944.The
division did not
immediately
engage the
enemy in
major combat
operations.
Rather, many
Timberwolves
helped in the
“Red Ball
Express”,
ferrying gasoline
from the coast,
to the front lines.
Others guarded the French
coast, against German
raiding parties from the
Atlantic.The wait to engage
the enemy in combat
ended on October 23rd,
1944 when the Division
moved to the front lines.
Within days the mighty
Timberwolves engaged
German forces in the
Netherlands.
Following the
dissolution of Germany
forces in the Netherlands,
the Timberwolves
headed eastward, into
the motherland. Although
they made many daylight
assaults, the Division’s
Commander, MG Terry
Allen, ordered his soldiers
to conduct night attacks,
a tactic he employed
with great success when
he commanded the First
Infantry Division in North
Africa and Sicily.The Timberwolves
made several night attacks, as they
crossed the Siegfried Line. Elements
of the 2nd Battalion, 415th Infantry
Regiment, gained notoriety when
they conducted a night attack

near Lucherberg, Germany in early
December 1944. Each Soldier
was armed only with a handful of
grenades, and an empty rifle with
a fixed bayonet.The Timberwolves
were so fierce and successful
that German propaganda radio
broadcast called the tactic unfair.
Decades later, these tactics would
be echoed in the Timberwolf motto,
“Night Fighters!”
On December 16th, 1944, the
now famed Night Fighters dug
in on the West Bank of the Roer
River and participated in the
infamous Battle of the Bulge.
Despite being cold, wet, and
hungry and battling thick
mud and low visibility, the
Timberwolves crossed the
Roer River and continued
to engage the enemy forces.
The war raged on and many
Timberwolves were lost on
the way. By March 8th, the
Night Fighters captured
and briefly garrisoned the
city of Cologne. But the rest

was short, the Timberwolves soon
crossed the Rhine, and advanced
eastward in a 350 mile sweep that
took them to the Mulde River.
Along the way, they liberated
the concentration camp of Dora

Fighters continue to march on as
our living history. Recently, MG
Mark McQueen had a unique
opportunity to link up with these
heroes who, as Tom Brokaw
referred to, are part of our “Greatest
Generation”. Dr. Charlie Humphries
(celebrating his 94th Birthday),
served as a PFC in the 104th
Division. Assigned as a machine
gunner, he was injured with a
collapsed lung during training prior
to deploying overseas to Europe.
While recovering, he supported
the Division in personnel. He
(Pictured L to R) Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen later rejoined his outfit and came
ashore in France with the Division
and Dr. Charlie Humphries.
where he continued to serve as
a machine gunner. During his
combat tour against Nazi Germany,
the fighter was wounded by enemy
fire and subsequently awarded
the Purple Heart. Amazingly, he
is able to fit into his uniform that
he wore while serving with the
Timberwolves and he can still
sing the Division’s song.The other
gentleman in the picture is Morgan
Donato who recently turned 93.
Mr Donato served as a SSG and
earned his CIB and received two
Purple Hearts while fighting in
Europe. He initially came ashore
to France at Normandy on D-Day
and was wounded while fighting
in the battle of Hurtgen Forest.This
hard core warrior was wounded a
(Pictured L to R) Dr. Charlie Humphries, Maj. second time in March 1945 while
Gen. Mark T. McQueen and Morgan Donato. engaging in combat operations
in Germany. Both men reside in
Mittelbau, where slave laborers
Panama City, FL. We salute you!
produced the dreaded V-2 rocket.
The Division continued on their
The above article was largely extracted
eastward march and soon linked up from: http://www.thegriffon108.com/
with the Red Army on April 26th. In Articles/Article-Detail/ArticleId/704/Athe end, the mighty Timberwolves
brief-history-of-the-104th-Trainingengaged in 195 days of continuous
Division-Timberwolves-704 and
fighting playing a significant role
https://www.history.com/topics/worldleading to the German surrender
war-ii/d-day.
on the 7th of May 1945.
For more information please visit the
Today, 73 years after the end of
104th Infantry Division “Timberwolves”
WWII, two of our beloved Night
home page at http://www.104infdiv.org/.
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Living History

D-Company, 2-389 took their
instructing to another level on
22 September when Sgt. 1st Class
James Barber and Staff Sgt. Aaron
Bickal volunteered their time to
teach Cornell history students
about military history.This year
marked the third year of the event

which takes place in Ithaca, New
York.
A military petting zoo was
provided to students at Cornell
University, with Family members
welcome. A hands on approach
was encouraged with family
members trying on equipment
from different eras.
The event is held annually at
Professor John Weiss’ home. Dr.
Weiss teaches multiple history
classes at Cornell University.
Students from his history class were
welcome to attend the event. 25
students were present and were
able to learn and touch equipment
from Sgt. 1st Class Barber’s personal
collection. Tables and topics
included WWII and Korean War era
rifles, mines, and uniforms.
Sgt. 1st Class Barber is an amateur
collector that has accumulated over
500 pieces of authentic military

history. He has been participating
and leading this event for several
years with the help of Staff Sgt.
Bickal. His teaching skills are
utilized and his passion for military

history is apparent during his
briefs. The two of them did an
outstanding job and have again
made Delta proud of their efforts
and accomplishment.
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U.S. Army Drill Sergeant Trains Future Officers
By Sgt. Hector Ren
Membreno-Canales
Fort Knox, Ky. — Several
U.S. Army Reserve Drill Sergeants
of Task Force Wolf led 268
Reserve Officers’Training Corps
Cadets across Brooks Field on July
11.
The ROTC Cadets of 2nd
Regiment, U.S. Army Cadet
Command earnestly marched in
front of family and friends who
gathered to attend their Basic
Camp graduation ceremony.
“I feel a great sense of pride
and accomplishment in the ability
to train somebody, who may
not know anything about the
military, and prepare them for the
challenges of the Army,” said Sgt.
1st Class Randal Monroe, a native
of Gladys, Virginia. Monroe is a
Drill Sergeant assigned to 317th
Regiment, 2nd Brigade, 104th
Division.
TF Wolf, from the U.S. Army
Reserve 104th Training Division
at Joint Base Lewis-McChord,

Cadet Basic Camp is a 31day leadership course held
throughout the summer at
Fort Knox and designed to
introduce Cadets to the Army.The
training focuses on leadership
development and is intended to
push the Army’s future leaders
to their physical and mental
limits while challenging them
to discover their true leadership
potential.
Monroe, who also serves as
a police officer when he’s not
molding future leaders, brings his
civilian skills to the Army Reserve.
“As a police officer, you interact
with a broad range of people.
You begin to identify individual
needs based on where they come
from.This skill helps me to better
understand the cadets,” he said.
Monroe’s contribution to the
U.S. Army and U.S. Army Reserve
is not lost on his cadets.
“He’s incredibly motivating,”
explained Kyle Johnson, a Cadet
at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa ROTC program and

U.S. Army Reserve Sgt. 1st Class Randal Monroe (far right), a native of Gladys, Virginia
and drill sergeant assigned to Task Force Wolf, 104th Division, leads Reserve Officers’
Training Corps cadets during their Basic Camp graduation ceremony in Brooks Field at
Fort Knox, Kentucky, July 11. ROTC cadets must successfully complete a rigorous 31day leadership course designed to introduce cadets to the Army. The training focuses
on leadership development and is intended to push the Army’s future leaders to their
physical and mental limits while challenging them to discover their true leadership
potential. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Chantell Black

Washington, supports the Cadet
Command in training and
developing future Army leaders.
Although developing future
leaders can be rewarding, it is
often demanding.
“It’s trying at times,” said
Monroe through a smile.“Some
of the Cadets have a military
background, but many others
have never done anything like
this before.”
“They require a more handson approach to instill the military
discipline required to lead,”
added Monroe.

recipient of The Association
of the United States Army’s
Warrior Ethos Award, which she
earned for achieving the highest
marksmanship score in her class.
“He’ll never ask you to do
something he isn’t willing or
capable of doing himself,” she
explained.
Task Force Wolf partners with
U.S. Army Cadet Command to
train ROTC Cadets enrolled
across 274 colleges and
universities from 50 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico.

U.S. Army Reserve Sgt. 1st Class Randal Monroe (left), a native of Gladys, Virginia and drill
sergeant assigned to Task Force Wolf, 104th Division, congratulates Reserve Officers’ Training Corps cadets for receiving regimental awards and successfully completing Basic Camp
leadership training after their graduation ceremony in Brooks Field at Fort Knox, Kentucky,
July 11. ROTC cadets must successfully complete a rigorous 31-day leadership course designed to introduce cadets to the Army. The training focuses on leadership development
and is intended to push the Army’s future leaders to their physical and mental limits while
challenging them to discover their true leadership potential. Photo by Sgt. Hector Rene
Membreno-Canales

More than 250 Reserve Officers’ Training Corps cadets assigned to 2nd Regiment, U.S.
Army Cadet Command stand in formation during their Basic Camp graduation ceremony
in Brooks Field at Fort Knox, Kentucky, July 11. ROTC cadets must successfully complete a
rigorous 31-day leadership course designed to introduce cadets to the Army. The training
focuses on leadership development and is intended to push the Army’s future leaders to
their physical and mental limits while challenging them to discover their true leadership
potential. Photo by Sgt. Hector Rene Membreno-Canales
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104th Infantry Division World War II Veteran
Mr. Leo Thoennes Joins the Puget Sound Honor Flight
By Kelly
Countryman
104th Training
Division

Last April,
47 veterans
from World
War II, Korea,
and the
Vietnam War,
Leo at the World
joined the
War II Memorial.
Puget Sound
Honor Flight
on a trip to Washington, D.C.The
Puget Sound Honor Flight is part of
a national, non-profit organization
created solely to honor America’s
veterans for all their sacrifices.
They transport America’s heroes,
at no charge to the veteran, to
Washington, D.C. to visit and reflect
at their memorials.The threeday trip includes visits to many
memorials such as World War II,
Korea, Vietnam, Women’s Memorial,
Arlington National Cemetery and
many others.
On this particular tour was a
former Timberwolf who served
with the 104th Infantry Division
during World War II, Mr. Leo
Thoennes.The first thing you
notice about Leo is his wide smile.
To look at him, you wouldn’t guess
that this charming, happy, gentle
man has served in two major wars,
fought in and survived the largest
and bloodiest battle in American
history, and took part in the
liberation of a German labor camp.
Mr. John Thoennes accompanied
his father, Leo from Seattle and says
“As a son it was very fulfilling to
provide my father what he called
‘the greatest weekend of his life.’”
John went on to add,“I can see
myself doing this again but this
time for another vet who does not

have an escort.The Puget Sound
Honor Flight people deserve all the
credit, amazingly well organized
and all the right stuff for thanking
our vets.”
Upon arrival the Baltimore/
Washington International Airport,
Leo was joined by some additional
Family members who live on the
east coast. His daughter Mary, sonin-law Dave, and granddaughter
Natalie were able to join him for
most of the three-day tour.
Natalie expressed her pleasure at
being able to join her grandfather.
“It’s so exciting, we really didn’t
think he’d be able to make it back
here.To see him here at the (WWII)
memorial is incredible. We have a
big family and for us on the east
coast to be able to share this with
him is incredible. We’re definitely
getting emotional. He’s so excited
to be here and for me it’s a great
honor.”
When the United States entered
World War II, Leo was a 20-year-old
bellhop working at the exclusive
Milwaukee Country Club in
Wisconsin.
Not long after America joined
the war, Leo joined the fight
himself. He says he wanted to be a
pilot, but his father knew the odds
of survival for pilots in wartime
was terrible and he talked Leo out
of it. Instead, Leo joined the United
States Army. He enlisted in 1942
and went off to training. Eventually,
he was assigned to the 555th AntiAircraft Artillery (AAA) Battalion,
also known as the “Five-by-Five.”
Shortly after arriving in Europe,
the “Five-by-Five” joined the 104th
Infantry Division Timberwolves.
The Five-by-Five were the first
unit attached to the 104th Infantry
Division to wear the Timberwolf
patch.

Leo’s Family greet him at the Baltimore-Washington International Airport. Left to right:
John Thoennes, Natalie Kretzschmar, Leo Thoennes, Mary Kretzschmar, Dave Kretzschmar.

On the last day of the tour, the Thoennes Family was joined by Leo’s grandson, John
Kretzschmar who is in the U.S. Navy, training to be a pilot

In 1944, Leo sailed from New
York on the Queen Elizabeth,
which had been converted from
a luxury cruise ship to a troop
transport for the war. Leo says,
“there were 18,000 troops on
board the Queen Elizabeth.The
British really showed us a good
time – they served meals to 18,000
[troops] in a dining room made to
serve 4,000.They would seat the
4,000, feed them, clean
up, reset the tables and
serve the next group in
about 30 minutes all with
great British efficiency.”
Within a few short
months, the Timberwolves
were deeply entrenched
in the Battle of the Bulge.
That battle, also known as
the Ardennes Offensive,
was the largest battle
fought on the Western
Front in Europe during
World War II and is also
the largest battle ever
Mr. Thoennes wrote:
fought by the United
When you look at this picture, the guy on the left States Army.
with the six stripes on his sleeve is SGT Burrous. I
Leo describes the Battle
am second from the left. The man to my right in
of
the Bulge as his most
the picture is a SGT whose name I have forgotten.
harrowing
experience
The man on the far right is Staff SGT Henry Darby.
All of these men are from Battery B, 555 AAA AW during the war.
Bn. we were having some beers in a bar in New
“It started on
York City. This was in August just before we left
December
16, 1944,”
on the “Queen Elizabeth” for Europe.
he explained.“We were

not prepared for this experience.
It was so cold.There was snow
and fog which made it nearly
impossible to see. We could not
build a fire to keep warm because
the enemy would spot us. We had
one Army blanket and our uniforms
and boots were not made for
the extreme cold. As the “V-mail
(Victory Mail) was quick and
reliable, I wrote to my mother and
asked her to send me warm boots,
which she did right away.You can
be sure I was very grateful.”
Leo’s memories of his time
in Belgium are as sharp as that
cold.“The enemy was all around
us.Things were looking bad.
Everything was frozen and the
skies were just grey. But, I believe
the war was won because of
General George Patton’s Prayer.
He sent a printed prayer out to
250,000 troops praying for good
weather and by Christmas day, the
sun was out and eventually we
won the Battle of the Bulge.”
“Eventually” would happen
January 16, 1945m and the true
account of General Patton’s Prayer
as told by the author of that prayer
can be found at http://www.
pattonhq.com/prayer.html.
Shortly after the Battle of the
Bulge was over, the Timberwolves,
while on their way to meet Russian
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and had the pleasure of meeting
the president and his wife. Also,
in attendance were two survivors
who had been in the slave camp at
Dora-Mittelbau, Nordhausen.
At the end of the tour, Leo’s
daughter Mary expressed her
gratitude for the opportunity to
tour with the Puget Sound Honor
Mr. Leo Thoennes receives a certificate of appreciation and a letter from Brigadier General Flight.
Joseph A. Edwards III, current commander of the 104th Training Division (LT), presented by
“I felt so privileged to be a part
fellow Timberwolf, SGT Pearlynn Aldan.
of the Puget Sound Honor Flight
and so proud to be with my Dad
Leo laughingly recalled they
troops coming from the east,
and the other veterans,” said Mary.
had been together for some time
found themselves in Germany,
“My Dad, like many other veterans,
before Laverne mentioned that
about two miles from the town of
represents what is right about our
during her time at the University,
Nordhausen.There, the Germans
Country -- young men and women
she volunteered as a nurse at
had built an underground facility
who selflessly answer the call to
Camp Adair, Oregon and attended
in two, two-mile long tunnels used
serve. Like many of my Dad’s era,
a lot of dances there where she
to manufacture V-2 missiles.The
they never asked for any special
particularly enjoyed dancing with
Germans used slave labor to build
treatment, they never felt like they
Soldiers from the 104th Infantry
and operate this facility known as
deserved it. Many never returned,
Division called “Timberwolves.”
Dora-Mittelbau.
their voices and history silenced.”
Leo hadn’t told her he served with
Leo recalls the 104th Infantry
Mary counts her father as one of
the Timberwolves and they both
Division entering the Dorathe lucky ones, able to return from
surprised when he did!
Mittelbau camp.
service and return to work, life,
Called again to serve during
“Here we saw the most horrible
school, marriage and family.“It was
the Korean War, Leo wasn’t
sights you could imagine, he
time to move to the next thing,”
explained.“We found thousands of sent overseas but instead he
Mary explained.
was put in charge of security at
starved, dead bodies of the slave
“The world would be a
Madigan Hospital at Fort Lewis,
laborers used to build the bombs.
different
place if it weren’t
Washington. While there, President
We took the few survivors to the
for
brave
Soldiers, Sailors and
Truman relieved General Douglas
nearby town and made the local
Airmen.
The
World War II
MacArthur and MacArthur came
residents help us care for the
generation
gave
so much.They
back to the states to McChord
survivors and the local men were
never
asked
for
nor
expected
Field. He wanted to visit troops at
made to bury the dead. We were
any
praise,”
Mary
said.
“There
told not to feed the 750 emaciated Madigan who had been wounded
was
no
social
media
to
give
survivors, as they were so starved, in Korea.
them
accolades.
So,
what
a
Leo was given the task of
that feeding them too fast or too
special
and
unexpected
treat
much could kill them. Instead, they escorting MacArthur through
had to be cared for by the medical several wards along with General
Keeler, the hospital commander.
personnel.”
After MacArthur returned to
The war ended in Europe a
Washington DC, Leo was listening
month later on May 8, 1945., and
to the radio when General
when asked how he felt to hear
McArthur gave his speech before
the war was over, Leo said “It was
Congress when he said his famous
kind of a letdown. I kept waiting
for everyone to celebrate or cheer line,“Old soldiers never die, they
just fade away.”
or something, but it was business
In 2006, President George W.
as usual. Just another day.The only
Bush and his wife Laura invited the
thing different that I saw was that
remaining “Five-by-Five” members
night, all the trucks and other
to breakfast in the White House
vehicles had their headlights on
and nobody was shooting at them.” as Mrs. Laura Bush’s father, Harold
Welch had been a member of the
Leo didn’t return to the states
right away, instead he spent a year same battalion as Leo. Leo and
his family attended that breakfast
in Le Havre, France, helping load
troops on ships headed for home.
One of his fondest memories
of his time is Europe is that he
bought a Harley-Davidson 45
motorcycle that he drove during
his last year in Europe. He hasn’t
ridden a motorcycle since then,
but he says he will never forget
the fun he had.
When he did return to the
states, things were different for
him. During his service, his parents
had moved from Wisconsin
to Seaside, Oregon where his
father took a job for the war
effort building ships. Leo moved
to Oregon, where he attended
Willamette University in Salem,
Oregon, eventually earning an
Engineering degree.
In 1949, he married his wife
Laverne who was a nurse who
had trained at the same college in
Salem.

Leo was recently honored for his service at
the Seattle Mariners game in April, 2018.

for my Dad at 96 years young
to be so wonderfully rewarded
by a grateful group of people.
In every step and breath of his
“tour” of Washington DC, he felt
so humbled and happy. We can’t
thank the Puget Sound Honor
Flight enough. And, thank you
to all veterans! I’m a grateful
American.”
Leo says what most impressed
him on this trip was “the way
everyone accepted me as though
I was a friend. Everyone accepted
everyone.”
Standing outside the World War
II Memorial in Washington D.C.,
Leo was asked how he felt about
the Puget Sound Honor Flight
and all it offered.
“I feel humbled by all this
honor.” Leo said.“I don’t feel I
deserve to be called a hero.”
But Leo, like the other veterans
of World War II, is a hero. If you
don’t agree, just ask the survivors
of Dora-Mittelbau.
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“Ich bin ein Dummkopf”
By Kelly
Countryman

time comes, you will do your duty. It
generally takes a week or two before
104th Training
you are accepted and then when
Division
new replacements come in, we all
In April, the
worry about these new guys. It’s not
Puget Sound
easy being a replacement.”
Honor Flight
Furthering the challenge to
took off on a
Timberwolf replacement Soldiers
sunny Sunday
was the fact that the 104th
morning
from
Timberwolves stood apart in their
Joe DeVaux in
Seattle,WA.
tactics. Trained to attack before
uniform.
Among the
dawn, the Timberwolves were
47 participating Veterans was a
known for surprising the enemy.
Timberwolf who served with the
Although they made many
104th Infantry Division during
daylight assaults, the division’s
World War II. Proudly sporting a
commander, Major General Terry de
Timberwolf hat and jacket, Mr. Joe
la Mesa Allen trained his soldiers to
DeVaux, accompanied by his son
conduct night attacks, a tactic he
John, was all smiles as they boarded
employed when he commanded the
the flight to Washington, D.C.
First Infantry Division (the Big Red
During the flight to D.C., Mr.
One) in North Africa. Night attacks
DeVaux reminisced about his time
were extremely successful, and
with the Timberwolves.
casualty rates were greatly reduced.
Born in Tacoma,WA in 1924, Joe
Joe recalls “It was very difficult at
was still in high school when the
times keeping contact in the dark so
U.S. entered the war. He received
we had passwords. The Germans had
his draft notice in December of
a hard time pronouncing the letter ‘F’
1943 but was given a six month
so our passwords were, for example,
deferment to finish school. Upon
five fish, four, freedoms, etc.”
graduation he shipped out to Basic
Joe also talked about the
Training.
hardships of combat in winter.“I
After basic training, Joe was
recall sitting in foxholes night after
assigned to an office job in the states, night with no one in front of us but
but as the war progressed, he was
the enemy and I was so cold my
called to go overseas and as he tells
whole body would shake and my
it “joined the 104th Infantry Division teeth rattled so bad I had splitting
as a replacement.”
headaches.”
Joe was dismayed to to be
“There are many things that
assigned to a machine gun squad as
make war miserable, the physical
he had heard “machine gunners had exhaustion that comes day after day,
a short life in combat.”Assigned to G the same cold food from K-Rations,
Company, 413th, Joe recalls,“I was
the smell of our dirty clothes and
trained as a rifleman but was told
bodies,” he reminisced.“There is
not to worry, they would teach me
the beard, the dead weight of the
how to use the machine gun so that machine gun and other equipment,
was my job, like it or not.”
but I think the worst part is the
The life of a replacement isn’t easy, sweating out that precedes every
and fitting into an established unit
attack. It seemed our whole life was
had its challenges, as Joe wondered
confined to a small land area and
if he could be successful and felt his we had no idea of the big picture
fellow Soldiers wondered the same.
outside of our assigned area.”
Even General Patton talked about
Eventually, Joe recalled, that harsh
this to new troops when he said,“I
winter of 1944-45 ended, spring
know some of you are wondering
arrived, and the Timberwolves
if you can handle the job. Don’t
had worked their way east
worry about it. You’ve had the best
across Germany to the town of
training and equipment so when the Nordhausen where they liberated

Joe receives a hero’s welcome on his return from the Honor Flight. Photo courtesy of Puget
Sound Honor Flight.

the labor/concentration camp of
Dora-Mittelbau. In his own words,
Joe describes the horror the
Timberwolves encountered.
“There were some 6,000 dead
bodies in the camp area with
perhaps up to 1,000 still alive. It
was a horrible sight, one which will
remain forever in our minds and
which caused me many sleepless
John and Joe DeVaux, courtesy of Puget
nights. The medics took over to
Sound Honor Flight.
help the survivors. We were told
not to feed them as too much food
catastrophic and I was shaking all
or liquid could cause their death.
over for a minute or two. All I could
We spend the better part of one
think of to say to the Germans was:
day there and then we had to move
“Ich bin ein dummkopf”. I escorted
on. Don’t let anyone ever tell you
them back to the rear for food and a
the Holocaust never happened,” Joe
POW Camp. I hope they eventually
admonished.
made it to their homes.”
Not one to lose his sense of
Joe also admitted to being
humor, Joe recounted one of his
something of a rebel. He says he,
most embarrassing moments toward along with the other Timberwolves,
the end of the war.
were told not to fraternize with the
“The sun came out one day in late German girls they encountered,
April and we were in a small farm
but he did anyway.“These little
community having a short break. I
girls were happy to pose with me
leaned against the wall of a barn
and I gave them some Wrigley’s
enjoying the warm sun and was half Kaugummi (Gum).”
asleep when two German soldiers
According to Joe, all he wanted
came out of the woods and stood in after the war was to live in peace,
front of me with their rifles pointing forget the bad memories, get a
at me. I thought ‘Uh-oh, it’s over for
job, find a wonderful wife and
me.’ One of them said ‘Kamerad’ so I raise a family, all of which he
knew they wanted to surrender.”
accomplished.
Joe knew that Germans had been
“With the help of my
surrendering to the Americans
dear wife and our Lord. We
rather than Russians as the Russians
have three children, seven
took no prisoners. Recognizing the
grandchildren,seven great
German men as regular troops and
grandchildren and just this last July,
not SS Soldiers, Joe recalls shaking
we celebrated our 70th Wedding
their hands and giving them each
Anniversary. God has been good to
a cigarette.“I asked if they had any
us,” he concluded.
pistols as we were always
looking for that elusive
German Luger but they said
‘nein’.”
It was then that the story
took the embarrassing
twist.“I took one of their
rifles, held on to the barrel
and smashed the wooden
stock and threw it aside,”
explained Joe.“ took the 2nd
rifle, did the same but when
Joe and the “gummi
I smashed it on the ground
girls” taken on or
Two
World
War
II
Timberthe gun went off right
wolves on the same Honor about April 20, 1945 at
between my legs. Needless Flight, Mr. Leo Thoennes Halle, Germany.
to say, that could have been and Mr. Joe DeVaux.
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THE COMMAND
Sgt. Clifford Henry received a brigade coin from COL Sanders,
commander of 2nd BDE on 05AUG18. SGT Henry received this coin
for his consistent hard work and dedication on the AT-4 range he has
worked on for the last two years. Col.Sanders also commemorated
Henry for his 39 years of service in the military. When Col. Sanders
asked Sgt. Henry how long he intended on serving, Henry simply
replied,“Until they kick me out, Sir.”
During Henry’s 39 years of service, he has served with the 2nd
113th New Jersey National Guard, and was deployed to Iraq and
Guantanamo Bay in 2008. When Sgt. Henry was asked to explain his
motivation behind joining the Army, Henry explained,“I wanted an
opportunity to receive more education, learn discipline, and I always
enjoyed working with Soldiers.” Henry made the switch to the Reserve
component after his 26 year mark with the National Guard. Henry had
to end with the National Guard, and the Army Reserve picked him up
shortly after. Henry concluded with,“I was energized to continue my
service.The Army provided me motivation, and I felt that this was my
Family.” Henry plans to continue working on the West Point mission as
he progresses with his military service in the Army Reserve.

THE COMM
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Annual Training at Camp Dodge
Soldiers of the 2nd Battalion,
377th Infantry Regiment recently
conducted their annual training
at Camp Dodge, Iowa July 20th
- 23rd. Soldiers conducted
realistic medical training on the
Urban Combat Operations (UCO)
Course by integrating advanced
training aids into the event. One
of the favorite training aids were
mannequins that bled and required
Combat Livesaver intervention to
ensure survivability - the highlight
of this event.
The UCO Course allowed BN
Soldiers to execute Search and
Rescue missions at the squad
level. The teams moved quickly
from building to building and
room to room. Smoke filled the
rooms and loud music created a
level of stress during the operation
which simulated the stresses
of actual combat operations.
Once the village was secure, aid
was rendered to the training
mannequins to stop the bleeding
and prepare the casualties for
transport. Litter teams were
used to move the casualties to a
simulated HLZ.
When the Soldiers weren’t busy
on the UCO Course, they were
qualifying on the M4 and M9,
completing the classroom portion
of the medical training, training on
the Camp Dodge Obstacle Course
and completing vehicle rollover
training.
The Battalion Soldiers enjoy
the annual trip to Camp Dodge,
and each year challenging tasks
are added to build upon learned
tasks from the previous year. This
year, the addition of the training
mannequins in the village during
UCO and events at the obstacle
course were enjoyed by all. In
the upcoming years, the Battalion
looks to add rappel training and
coordinate additional training with
an aviation unit.

Sgt. 1st Class Shawn Stone Presented Award
Sgt. 1st Class Shawn Stone, an Army
Reserve Career Counselor (ARCC) for 1st
Battalion, Army Reserve Careers Division
(ARCD) is presented with an award and
coin for achieving the highest number of
transfers of IRR Soldiers into the 108th
Training Command (IET), (Drill Sergeant
Candidate positions) for FY 17, the most
in ARCD.
Special thanks to Maj. General Walter
Piatt and his team at 10th Mountain for
stepping in and presenting on behalf of
Maj. General McQueen when snow made
travel impossible.
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Bachelor’s degree in logistics provides
students with applied experience
When Ball State University built
its bachelor’s degree in logistics and
supply chain management, program
planners did so with the help of
business executives who knew the
needs of the industry.
Finding qualified logistics
professionals may be the most
critical need, according to the
executives.While there are
employees in the field without
college degrees, Ball State’s program
is designed to prepare graduates to
work in areas such as marketing,
sales, finance, operations, and
customer service, to name a few.
“We’re tasked as being problem
solvers every day and having four
years of true higher education
learning is absolutely critical,” says
Nick Hoagland, director of supply
chain for FULLBEAUTY Brands
and one of several executives who
endorse the program.
Earning that degree, which Ball
State has offered on its Muncie, Ind.,
campus for several years, became
more doable recently when the
program became available online.
One of its target audiences is
members of the military who are
seeking civilian employment.

Pat Rondeau, assistant professor of
information systems and operations
management, thinks it’s only natural
that the degree in logistics should go
online since the university has the
technology “to bring people together
to meet and collaborate.”
“In a lot of companies today you
have teams working remotely from
multiple locations,” he says.
Students in the online logistics
program can study from locations
around the globe with no
trips to campus required. Core
classes provide a foundation in
logistics, science, technology, and
management.The only time students
leave their laptops is to fulfill a
required industry internship and a
senior capstone project.
Internships can be served with an
existing employer or government
organization. Megan Mills, residential
mechanical business leader for
Allegion and a Ball State alumnus,
explains that she looks for interns to
become full-time employees.“They
[internships] are really, truly a threemonth job interview for us,” she says.
Cathy Langham, president and
CEO of Langham Logistics, advises
students to complete two or three

internships by
graduation.
Consider Placement Rate, Salaries
Made
A 100 percent placement rate for Ball State
possible by
graduates
and the fact that median pay for logistics
the program’s
connections
positions, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
with industry
Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, is
leaders, Senior
$75,000 and more than $120,000 for the highest 10
Capstone
percent of jobs, means the logistics bachelor’s degree
Projects place
deserves a second look.
students with
a company
Logistics Professionals Needed
or an
“The logistics field is hot. If you’re looking for a job
organization
to work on
today, chances are you’re going to be hired tomorrow
a high-level,
because there are not enough professionals out
real-world
there.”--Thiago Scantamburlo, director of logistics
supply chain
operations, Roche Diagnostics
assignment.
Joe Weigel,
director of
make an immediate impact. He
communications and employee
says internships and capstone
engagement for Celadon Logistics,
experiences provide students with
recalled a Ball State student team
“applied experience that they can
presenting to his company.
¬-not only talk about but that they
“We had our CEO there and all
can also replicate.”
of the executive management team
“All of our recent grads have had
listening to the presentation,” he says.
jobs
well before graduation, most
“That’s something you’re not going
of
them
multiple job offers, some
to have happen for every university.”
four,
five,
or six offers,” he says.“If
Rondeau says companies
you
get
that
four-year degree, your
today want graduates who can
opportunities are limitless.”
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Universal Orlando
Offers the Ultimate Escape
TM

New Attractions and an Amazing Holiday Celebration Make It Better than Ever
guests (paid theme park admission
is required).All of the holiday
experiences and more run daily
starting Nov. 17 through Jan. 6.
To make things even easier,
Universal is showing its appreciation
by offering members of the military
4 Days for the price of 1* available at
your participating ITT/LTS Office.You
work hard to defend our country and
Universal works hard to make your
precious family vacation time the best
it can be.
HARRY POTTER characters, names and related indicia are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment
Inc. Harry Potter Publishing Rights © JKR. (s18)
Park-to-Park admission ticket required. Additional restrictions apply. *This offer is not
available for purchase at Universal Orlando theme park front gate ticket windows. Offer based

Life in the military doesn’t always
allow for enough family time.
Thankfully, Universal Orlando Resort’s
three incredible theme parks offer
a complete vacation destination
with everything needed for an epic
vacation together. If you’ve never
been before or even if you haven’t
been for a while, you should know
that Universal has been upping
their game with the opening of
the stunningly beautiful Universal’s
Volcano Bay™ water theme park,
spectacular new nighttime light
shows in The Wizarding World of
Harry Potter™ and the Universal
Studios lagoon, plus the all-new ride
Fast & Furious – Supercharged,™
a full-throttle homage to one of the
most popular movie franchises of all
time.
And Universal has all the legendary
rides and attractions you may already
be familiar with. In Universal’s Islands
of Adventure™ you can swing high
above the streets with Spider-Man or
narrowly escape a hungry T. rex in
Jurassic Park.™ In Universal Studios™
you can join the battle between good
and evil with the TRANSFORMERS™
and take an unforgettable trip with
the Minions through Gru’s laboratory.

And speaking of legendary, you can
step into the excitement of The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter™ in
both those parks, exploring the rides
and attractions of Hogsmeade™ and
Diagon Alley.™ Guests with a parkto-park ticket can even ride between
the two lands aboard the Hogwarts™
Express.
If you come during the holidays,
Universal amps up the awesome
to an even higher level. Celebrate
Christmas in The Wizarding World
of Harry Potter,™ where both
Hogsmeade™ and Diagon Alley™ are
transformed with festive décor and
special entertainment.As the stars
begin to shine, revel in a dazzling
projection of holiday spirit as The
Magic of Christmas at Hogwarts™
Castle unfolds.There’s more – Merry
and Mayhem combine as the Minions
join Santa Claus in Universal’s Holiday
Parade featuring Macy’s which
includes characters from Madagascar
and Shrek.Across the entire resort,
Universal’s spectacular collection
of on-site hotels will also be decked
out with merriment and special
activities. Staying on-site makes it all
super easy with benefits like Early
Park Admission^ an hour before other

on the purchase price of an Anytime Season 1-Day Park-to-Park ticket at Universal Orlando Front
Gates. Ticket is only available for purchase at participating U.S. military base ITT/LTS ticket offices
or the Shades of Green Resort in Orlando. Ticket must be purchased by December 28, 2018 and
must be used on or before December 31, 2018. Any unused days shall be forfeited. Offer cannot be
combined with any other offer, promotion or discount. Limit six (6) tickets per purchase. The 2-Park
4-Day Military Promotional Ticket is valid during regular theme park operating hours and entitles
one (1) guest admission to Universal Studios Florida™ and Universal’s Islands of Adventure™ on
the same day for any four (4) calendar days through December 31, 2018. The 3-Park 4-Day Military
Promotional Ticket is valid during regular theme park operating hours and entitles one (1) guest
admission to Universal Studios Florida™, Universal’s Islands of Adventure™ AND Universal’s Volcano
Bay™ theme parks on the same day for any four (4) calendar days through December 31, 2018.
Both the 2-Park and 3-Park Tickets include four (4) days of admission to the paid entertainment
venues of Universal CityWalk™ through December 31, 2018. Some CityWalk venues require 21 or
older for admission. Ticket is not valid until activated at Universal Orlando theme park front gate
ticket windows. Ticket specifically excludes admission to separately ticketed events at either of
the theme parks and CityWalk, AMC® Universal Cineplex 20 with IMAX®, Blue Man Group, and
Hollywood Drive-In Golf, discounts on food or merchandise, and parking. Ticket is non-transferable,
nonrefundable, must be used by the same person on all days, and may not be copied or resold.
Additional restrictions may apply. ^Requires theme park admission. Early Park Admission begins
one (1) hour prior to regular scheduled park opening to either Universal Studios Florida or Universal’s
Islands of Adventure as determined by Universal Orlando, and Universal’s Volcano Bay. Valid at
select attractions at each park. Attractions are subject to substitutions without notice. Additional
restrictions may apply. Universal Parks & Resorts Vacations is registered with the State of Florida
as a seller of travel. Registration number ST-24215. TRANSFORMERS and its logo and all related
characters are trademarks of Hasbro and are used with permission. © 2018 Hasbro. All Rights
Reserved. © 2018 DreamWorks LLC and Paramount Pictures Corporation. All Rights Reserved. ©
2018 MARVEL. Jurassic Park TM Universal Studios/ Amblin. Dr. Seuss properties TM & © 2018 Dr.
Seuss Enterprises, L.P. All rights reserved. Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade & Related Characters
© 2018 Macy’s Inc. Madagascar, Shrek © 2018 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Universal elements and all related indicia TM & © 2018 Universal Studios. All rights reserved.
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Marines of Echo Company Tell of
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Ramadi Battle

Patriots Point Naval & Maritime
Museum’s most recent program in
an ongoing series of educational
symposiums focused on the use
of modern urban warfare by
the Marines of Echo Company
during a fierce battle in Ramadi,
Iraq in 2006-2007.The event
panelists included Echo Company
commander, Scott Huesing, two
men that served with him during
the battle (Lt. John McLaughlin and
Staff Sgt. Brian McKibben), a Gold
Star brother of one of the fallen
(Chris Libby, brother of Cpl. Dustin
Libby, fatally wounded in December
2006), and an Iraqi-born interpreter
(Samawi Al Helli) who helped the
Americans for three years as an
interpreter.
The symposium was based on
the book,“Echo in Ramadi,” written

by Major Scott Huesing, USMC
(Retired). Huesing wrote the book
to provide a firsthand account of
Echo Company, 2nd Battalion, 4th
Marines, and their bloody battles
in what was widely considered the
deadliest city of the Iraq War.
During the event, Huesing and
the other Marines recalled how
important the interpreters were to
their mission. They worked around
the clock, often logging more hours
at a time than the Marines they
served alongside. Samawi “Big
Sam”Al Helli told the story of how
he turned his love and interest in
American culture into a job as an
interpreter when Al Qaeda made
repeated threats against him and
his family. He shared the goal of
the Americans to eradicate the
terrorist group from Iraq and he

(L to R) Samawi Al Helli, Lt. John McLaughlin, Major Grybowski.

Major General James Livingston, USMC
(Retired)

vowed to help them in that mission.
These men battled in a
war where the frontline was
everywhere and always changing
and the enemy was relentless and
ruthless.Through it all, the men
were a band of brothers, as has
been the story of all who have
served Echo Company in the many
years of the United States Marine
Corps. Also joining the symposium
was Medal of Honor recipient
General James Livingston, who led
his own troops of Echo Company
during the Vietnam War.
The symposium was the latest

Major Scott Huesing sets the stage with the
moderator.
Photos by Chris Hauff, Patriots Point

in the ongoing series,“Ordinary
People Doing Extraordinary Things”
presented by the Patriots Point
Institute of History, Science &
Technology.
Patriots Point Naval & Maritime
Museum event list:
December 7 – Pearl Harbor Day
Memorial Service (Free)
December 15 – Space Day
January 24 – March 31 –
Picturing Nam U.S. Military
Photography of the Vietnam
War (Traveling Exhibit)
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Unwrap Holiday Cheer in Hendersonville
The Blue Ridge Mountain town
of Hendersonville, North Carolina,
transforms into a winter wonderland
for its annual Home for the Holidays
celebration. Each year, the town
invites residents and visitors to
delight in the spirit of the season by
making memories with friends and
family.
Beginning in November and
continuing through the New Year,
visitors to Hendersonville enjoy
festive decorations, holiday-themed
performances, downtown events, a
skating rink and more.
Hendersonville officially welcomes
the holiday season on Nov. 23, the
Friday after Thanksgiving, with the
Downtown Holiday Street Lighting.
Attendees gather on the Historic
Courthouse Plaza and sing Christmas
carols. Santa arrives at dusk and flips
the switch to illuminate two large
trees at the courthouse and the lights
along Main Street. Hendersonville’s
serpentine Main Street, lined with
trees and brick planters, transforms
into a storybook Christmas town with
block after block of twinkling lights
and elaborately decorated storefronts.
On Dec. 1, a traditional hometown
Christmas parade makes its way
down Main Street, complete with
marching bands, floats and antique
cars.
“All of our holiday events are familyoriented,” says Beth Carden, executive
director of the Henderson County
TDA.“We want families to come and
spend time and make memories;
that’s what it’s all about.”
A favorite tradition returns for a
third year Dec. 18-Jan. 1 and is bigger
and better than before.The holiday
skating rink at the Visitor Center will
be larger this year, allowing 60 people
to skate at one time.The synthetic
“ice” creates a smooth surface that
is ideal for beginners, yet authentic
enough for seasoned skaters.The
iceless rink allows for skating in any
weather.Also new this year, the rink
includes two curling lanes, so visitors
can try their hand at the winter sport.
Plenty of activities are available

for skaters waiting their turn or for
family members who prefer not to
skate.Visitors can play games, roast
marshmallows over a fire pit, take
photos in Christmas-themed cutouts
and sip hot chocolate and cider.
New this year, tractor-drawn hayrides
will board at the Visitor Center and
circle downtown to see the lights.
On Dec. 21-23, Santa Claus will be
on the Visitor Center stage listening
to Christmas wish lists and taking
photos.
“A lot of our visitors to the skating
rink are families, so they bring kids,
parents, grandparents,” says Mia
Freeman, a downtown merchant who
oversees the skating rink.“We want
everyone to have something fun to
do even if they don’t want to be on
the rink.”
Downtown Hendersonville’s
impressive variety of retail shops
includes boutiques, art galleries,
antiques stores and more. Each
shopkeeper tries to outdo his
or her neighbor for the annual
Downtown Merchant Decoration
Contest.Throughout the season,
stores welcome shoppers with
complimentary sweets, hot cider
and Christmas carols. On Friday,
Dec. 7, merchants celebrate an
Olde Fashioned Christmas with
extended shopping hours and special
treats. Several markets throughout
Hendersonville sell fresh greenery,
wreaths, garland and Christmas trees.
Flat Rock Playhouse, the official
state theater of North Carolina,
spreads holiday cheer with two
shows.The main location in the
village of Flat Rock presents “A Flat
Rock Playhouse Christmas,” Nov. 29Dec. 22.The original musical revue
builds on last year’s record-breaking
Christmas show, incorporating
favorite seasonal tunes with a few
new surprises. Children are the focus
at the downtown location with “Junie
B. in Jingle Bells Batman Smells,” Dec.
6-16. Based on the beloved Junie B.
Jones book series by Barbara Park, the
show is cute and catchy with a life
lesson tucked in between the laughs.

Step back in time with Christmas
at Connemara at the Carl Sandburg
Home on Saturday, Nov. 24. Poinsettias
and simple decorations reflect the
style of the Sandburg family.The day
includes musicians, storytellers, arts
and crafts, hot cider and cookies.
On Dec. 9, spend the afternoon
touring some of Hendersonville’s
beautiful bed-and-breakfasts during
the Cookie Caper & Historic Inn
Tour. Learn the history behind these
prestigious properties and receive a
sweet treat at each one.
Season’s at Highland Lake —
an elegant restaurant known for
its seasonally focused menu, wellappointed dining room and wine list
— serves special meals throughout

the holidays.Trust the expert staff
with buffet meals for Thanksgiving
Day, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day
and New Year’s Day. Or treat yourself
to a night out for the holiday wine
dinner on Dec. 13 or New Year’s Eve
dinner on Dec. 31.
With so much to do in
Hendersonville, you’ll want to make
plans to stay.Whether you’re looking
for a convenient hotel, romantic inn,
homey vacation rental or pet-centric
property, Hendersonville offers a
variety of lodging options.
For a full schedule of Home for
the Holidays events and a complete
list of accommodations, go to www.
VisitHendersonvilleNC.org or call (800)
828-4244.
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St. George is your plan for a new adventure:

MOUNTAIN BIKING

You have to try mountain
biking when you visit Southwest
Utah! If you go to Hawaii, you give
surfing a try. If you go to Costa
Rica, you try zip lining through

the jungle. So why do you have to
give mountain biking a try when
staying in St. George, Utah? Well,
just like those other examples,
this desert terrain is perfect for

learning and enjoying that specific
sport.

The Landscape Was Built for It
There is so much raw, empty
space in the St. George area.You
can see how the natural layers
of the earth have twisted and
buckled to cause giant ridges
and jutting plateaus in every
direction. It’s like Mother Earth
said she wanted a jungle gym
built for enjoying outdoor sports
like mountain biking and decided
Southwest Utah was the perfect
spot for it.
There are literally hundreds
of miles of single-track and slickrock trails laid out in Washington
County, which surrounds the
beautiful city of St. George.You
can go down in rolling valleys,
rip along cliff edges, and descend
down the steep backside of a
bluff.You can climb technical
sandstone formations or cruise
along gravel roads through
majestic Snow Canyon State Park.
There are so many options!

The Infrastructure is Great
You can really make a mountain
bike trip out here any way you
want. From campsites right by the
trail system to group-size yurts to
cushy hotel rooms that welcome
you and a bike into the room …
there’s not a right or wrong way,
but having all the options is great.
The trail systems are a labor of
love by many of the local clubs;
it’s not just trail after trail for
the sake of making more.They
are really passionate about the
sport and it shows in the level
of creativity and the fun factor

each trail offers. Plus, the public
land managers, like the U.S. Forest
Service and Bureau of Land
Management work closely and
cooperatively with these clubs to
continue to grow our trail system.
That’s not something you can say
about all biking destinations.
Some of the most popular
mountain biking trails in the
region are Gooseberry Mesa,
The Zen Trail, Bearclaw Poppy
Trail, Barrel Roll, Jem Trail, Green
Valley Loop, Little Creek, and you
can find 40+ other mountain
biking trails that will capture your
attention and offer remarkable
scenic views along the way.
It’s not just trails that make this
an ideal learning destination. In
November, a new 60-acre skills
park opens. It has bike jumps, a
single-track trail, flow trail, skills
area, jump track, a gravity trail
and more, along with clearly
defined sections for all of this in
the beginner, intermediate and
advanced skill levels. And the park
connects to the city’s 155 miles of
paved trails too, of course.

The Local Bike Shops
St. George has several local bike
shops that are experts on the area
and what its trails have to offer.
They do offer rental bikes and
gear, but also sell great new bikes.
And, yes, they are exceptional
at repairing any damage to your
personal bike. Beyond being the
ideal place to learn and fall in love
with mountain biking, these shops
are full of passionate local riders
who can recommend the perfect
trails for you and your needs.
They not only recommend the
right trails, but they also prep you
for those trails, and help you be
prepared for the challenges you’ll
face.
If you need more than just good
advice and you want someone
knowledgeable out there on the
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morning and getting off the trail
before noon.
Off the bike, there are many
other adventure-driven activities
to explore. Consider hiking,
climbing, canyoneering, horseback
riding, ATV tours, motorcross or
even water sports.
Or simply lounge by the pool or
take in some of the area’s theater,
history and art options. Or, if the
bike still calls, spend the rest of
the day riding some mountain
biking trails found in Pine Valley,
located above St. George, at
a slightly higher altitude and
temperature.

You’ll Have a Blast
trail with you, then you’re in
luck because there are also some
amazing guides that will teach
you the skills and techniques as
you go and explore the trails with
them.This is a great way to get
a quick handle on the sport. It’s
an especially good idea to go the
guided route if you want to bring
your kids.That way they learn the
right way to ride these trails and
enjoy them safely by your side. It’s
really rewarding to see your kids
try something that’s new and a
little scary to them.Their growing
confidence and excitement will
benefit them for years to come.

Plan Your Trip around
Race or Festival
The St. George area has some
of the biggest, craziest, and
longest mountain biking events
you can find! If you want to see
Olympic-level stunts, then plan
your trip in October to see the
Red Bull Rampage. Or if you
want to experience hardcore
mountain bikers with a sense of
humor about it, then come see

the 25 Hours in Frog Hollow
race. All of the teams race a loop,
relay style, on the day our clocks
fall backwards, resulting in the
longest single-day race of 25
hours.The riders also dress up
in wild costumes, which gives
the whole thing a laugh-out-loud
atmosphere. If you really just want
to learn more about riding, skills,
and talk to representitives from
all the big bike companies then
the Hurricane Mountain Biking
Festival is for you. It happens in
March with food trucks, shuttles
taking people up to awesome
trails, and new bikes and gear
available for testing.

It’s a Year-Round Destination
This extreme southwestern
section of Utah boasts clear skies
upwards of 300+ days annually.
Outdoor temperatures are only
a passing problem for a couple
months each summer. Most of
the year, high temperatures range
from the mid-50s to low-80s.
Higher summer temperatures
can be avoided by starting your
mountain biking tour early in the

The trail systems in Washington
County are diverse and plentiful.
Just like surfing in Hawaii is
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totally new to most people, there
are a lot of first-timers out here.
The more experienced riders
don’t typically do the same trails
as those who are just starting,
but when they do, they are
understanding and it’s a pretty
judgment-free sport. If you are
smart about it and get the right
gear, some helpful instruction,
and the right level of trail, you’re
guaranteed to have a great time
and possibly fall in love with this
crazy sport.
St. George is conveniently located
along Interstate 15, four hours south of
Salt Lake City and only an hour and a
half north of Las Vegas. Daily jet service
is available in and out of St. George on
American, Delta and United Airlines.
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Llano Texas, Land of Legend and Lure
The peaceful Llano River winds
through fields of bluebonnets and
boulders of granite, leading you to
the charming Texas Hill Country
town of Llano. Visit Llano and
you’ll be greeted with outdoor
adventure, some of the best deer
hunting in Texas, and an inviting
historic downtown with a movie
theater, unique shopping, and a
one-of-a-kind coffee house that
often hosts live music. Spend a day
hiking Enchanted Rock or attend
a rodeo.There are several art,
music, and nature festivals in Llano
throughout the year that provide
that iconic Texas experience you’re

looking for. A little more than an
hour northwest of Austin, Llano
offers an idyllic setting to slow
down and connect with nature.
You’ll find an abundance of
outdoor recreation in Llano. It’s
known as the “Deer Capital of
Texas,” and rightfully so.Thousands
of hunters from across the globe
travel to Llano from November
through early January to take
advantage of some of the best deer
hunting in the state. Of course, the
Llano River is a big draw with its
pristine flowing waters that are
ideal for swimming, kayaking, and
fishing. Don’t miss the opportunity

to walk across the river on Inks
Bridge — one of the best places
to watch a sunset in Llano. Learn
to fly fish on the river with Castell
Guide Service, or boat on the
nearby Lake Buchanan, another
fishing and swimming hotspot.
Hike to the top of the pink
granite dome at Enchanted
Rock State Natural Area, an
attraction that’s quite well-known
and should be on your Texas
vacation bucket list. Once you’re
at the top, you’ll turn a complete
360-degrees and marvel at one
of the best views in the Texas
Hill Country. Enchanted Rock
is ideal for birding, wildflower
tours, stargazing parties, and rock
climbing. If you enjoy camping in
the great outdoors, this is a nice
place to pitch a tent.
Llano is a designated Texas

TRAVEL USA

Main Street community with its
well-preserved downtown and
historic buildings.The Llano
County Courthouse was built
in 1893 and is one of the most
breathtaking historic courthouses
in Texas. On Saturdays you can
tour the Llano County Red
Top Jail, which was built in the
late 1800’s out of Llano County
granite and served as the county
jail from 1895 to 1982. Both are
good examples of Romanesque
Revival-style architecture common
for the time period.To get a full
understanding of the town and
county’s history, head to the Llano
County Historical Museum.
While you’re in Llano, share
a bucket of buttered popcorn
when you see a movie at the
historic LanTex Theater in
downtown. If you’re in town the
second Saturday of the month,

Special Military Resources

you can watch a live music
performance by the Heart
of Texas Country Music
Association’s Llano Country
Opry.Then head to Fuel
Coffee House in an ornate
Main Street building for a
cup of joe and, if you time
it right, live music on their
stage as well.
With fairly moderate
weather, anytime is a great
time to visit Llano. But
you might want to plan your
trip around an event.There
are several festivals in Llano
throughout the year that are
the perfect excuse to get away.
Rodeos, holiday celebrations, and
cultural gatherings abound here.
In the spring, you can learn to
stack rocks at the Llano Earth
Art Festival (LEAF), tour artist
studios and shop for your own
masterpiece at @LAST Llano Art
Studio Tour, watch some of the
state’s best fiddlers compete
at Llano Fiddle Fest, and eat
some tasty crawfish at the Llano
Crawfish Open. The Llano
Heritage Weekend each October
celebrates the town’s history and
embraces its future while serving
up a warm chuck wagon dinner
with live reenactments, music, and
a rodeo.
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